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FOREWOR

In 1968, the CommiSsio'n on College Geograph of the Association of 'American
Geographers published its first Resource Paper, Theories of Urban Location, by
Brian J. L. Berry: in 1974, coinciding with the ter ination Of NSF funding for the
Commission, Resource Paper number .28 appe ed; The 'Underdevelopment and.
Modernieation of the Third Todd, by Anthony R. eSouza and Philip W. Porter. Of
the many CCG activities, 'the It esotirce Papers Se ies became an effective means for
permitting both teacherS and students to keep abre st of deVelopments in the field.

'Because of the popularity and usefulness of the 'Resource Papers, the AAG
appliedfor and received,1 modest grant from NS to continue to produce Resource
'Papers and to put the series on a self-supporting asis. The preSent Resource Papers
Panel subscribes to the original purposes of the eries, which are quoted below:

The Rekource Papers have been deyeloped as dx ository documents for the use of
both the student and the instructor. They are experi en to that they are designed to
supp ment exiting texts and to fill a gap betwee s' nificant research in American
geography ,and readily-accessible Materials. The papers are concerned with important
concepts Or topics in modern geography and focu on one, of three general themes:
geographic theory; policy implications; or pantem orary social relevance. They are '
designed to imptement a variety of undergraduat college geography courses at the

:introductory and advanced, levell . -,
,

In an effort to increase the utility of these pap rs, 'the Panel has attempted to be
particularly sensitive to the 'currency of materi Is for undergraduate geography
courses and to the writing "style of these papers.

,The Resource Papers are developed, printed, an distribUted under the auspices7of
the Association of American Geographers, with partial funding from a National
,Science Foundation giant: Theideas presented in hese papers do not imply endorse-
ment by the AAG. ..

,,, ,

Many individuals have assisted-in producing th se Resource Papers, and we wish
to acknowledge those Who, assisted the Panel in re iewing the authors' prospectuses,
in, reading and commenting on the various drafts, nd in making helpful suggestions.
The Panel also acknowledges the perceptive sugg stibns. and editorial assistance of
Jane F. Castner of the AAG Central Office.

Salvatore J. Natoli
Educational Affairs Director
Association of American Geographers
Project Director and Editor, Resource apers Series
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John F. Lounsbury, Arizona State Univ rsity
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CLASS USE

The major objective of this Resource Paper is to provide introductory readings for
course that investigates, the role of geographical factors in the development,
aintenance, and treatment of mental health problems. It is hoped that students will

be able to use the,idgas presented to generate further ideas and possibly even to
outline viable research projects in areas that are only hinted at in the paper.

The Resource Paper may also serve as a supplenientary reading for courses in
'human, urban, and social geography, where the concern is to investigate either the
role of spatial variables in the development of social patterns, or the role of social
variables in the development of spatial patterns. Because of the close ties between
physical and mental illteSs, the Resource Paper also contains appropriate materials
for courses dealing with issues in medical geography and health care delivery
systems. It could also serve as a reference source for courses _in relatively new

fields such as environmental psychology, social ecology; archi
° tectural-psycholuy, and behavioral geography. One of the major objectives of these

courses is to begin a scientific investigation of the influence of physical environments
on human behavior and well - being.. This objective is consistent with the goals of the
Resource Paper. ,

,

In a more general- context, the Resource Paper should also prove to be useful for
research design and technique courses in behavioral or social geography. The con-
tents of Chapters One and Two are particularly appropriate in this context, because
they consider some of the theoretical and methodological problems associated with
research in these areas.

The author would like to thank the following people for their helpful comments
and criticisms on earlier drafts of this paper: James Bohland, B. L. Turner II, Kristen
Libbee, and Carolyn Smith. The illuStrationis are the 'meticulous work of Mary
Goodman. H4en Buster and Helen Smebe typed the various iterations of the
manuscript.
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INTRODUCTION. ,

- V
Geography is *study of strap lands and funny pedpbe:

: An d Gebgragical*th
, ) v "

,If mental illness were co .004°, geogaphers pro al., ;1975)?, Until recently we have a ed op eie,notiort
uld,hem begun to study it long ago. Unfortt- that people who are "ottt of mind," s 'Swot out

rtatel r ge ra6hers, but ftfrtunatelyfor the rest of,iFel, - orsiglit" in isalatedinItitutions tFraechia et al 1976).ion,:t is littje evidence that mental - if we, are'riti longer_ co pletely ablelb keep the out of,
trdnsmi ted ,a toss spagekvhiCh makes dilfusion;-and Mind qut sighNand t erefore also out of our Minds);&static decay studies cult to carry out.OthOreaL *e will be.challenged in both a community and a per-

.

SS) nS m y suggestcrd to, explain..why the salt:1y. of - sone sense. Mental Illness lurks, figuratiV,elY speaking,
mental ealth and mental illness has not readied epi- j st one dr two yeafs and a Couipile of changevbehind ordeinic

.dut this,

s';it-J ave.+
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case of mig
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)Of massive
*stilt of th
decide hav
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would hay
patients an
denied read
slowly but s

Member0
ing exposure
sequently, th,
portant que
residential c
tients (Wolp
should be co.
tal health cep
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rpportions, even
tre..sients the most
eographers .-missed t
not Studyirig,Themial4
ongider that overeik
nelime or another ix

ng medical geographerS,
yidus. 44°

research grant,
ess? Perhaps they tild'i:;e oser to hat 'Wolpert. (j976:3) has called ".'.. a more

type?cent q the poPuf . pragmatiC view of the we /they continuum." NV11'we be
eriencvsorne degree Of :9 pleased with "thiis.'newt vieW,'?,On theone and it means

impairrnent, and that oveatWenty-five per- 7, the/old "weil!,aie crazier, but on the.other hand ipcould,
erious symptoms whieh generally go-tit/shag- . rrre'arrtfie old "they" are,saner.'Are they becoming more 7-(-'
man, 1973). With such statistics it is possible like, persons, or -are!' we,becOrning more like patients?),'
at mental health and mental illness Shoilld be Th$0e thoughts areimpOkant to us both as peopleanti
f significant interest to social geographers. .geographers. , t''
also .remember that Mental-illness is-linked ', To date most geogepkical studies 'of matalibealth_
to many of the ticial problemS geographers and mental illness have followed one of two major ori:::,
ned themelves with in recent years, riotably . entations, both Of ,which are firmly rootedj ,a.,,,

arfd crime and delinquency.

fhe tradi-,.
s of poverty, old age:racial .segregation, , tion or rnedicalgeographY. the fi t orjentatibn has

involved studies of illness distributions in an attempt to
which more than any other has brought - v assess howwhich, more ngeg in the Independentariables are

ess under public scru 'fly is the in , related t anges in the dependent variables. The pres
tion Of the mentally ill. E imates suggest : ence of sig 'ficant relationship is ttrensed to make
on out 'af-t-Witrily now living n the Commti- sorne1.st emen s abokthe etiology,and possibly alsO the
ntually.be admitted. to a' mental hospital ' treatment of the,illness.-This traditional' ecological ap-
). With a potential sample size this large, proach has been popular for many years in' geographical

have ample opportunity to study a special sand sociological 'reaarch: A second major fans far:-
tisin:iu3d the spatial/tempOral life 'stories researchers has been to consider the role of geograpthical
ients': Counteracting the gloomy, rospect ,variables such as distance and accessibility in, he proVi-
creases in hospitalization (or mayte as a siOn and use of healthcare services. In this ResOurce
rospect); mental Health policies in the last . Raper both of these major -research- avenues will be,
egun to de-emphasize mental hospitals in considered, but a .numbet- of other possible approaches

. .

eCo patients. are now hospital' (wk. -',4 '
mun,it treatment , facilities. People. who will also btrinvestigated. jz.

Former patients in many areas are
hospital'

7;; . , An Outline Of the itesouKc Paper:11 .

Ission. Mental hoSpitals are closing downs , ' ,.. ,

ely.
, . .In .reseirch contexts several options are avail-

thethe community can now expect increas- able fo,geographers in the fieldi 'of mental healthand -
mental illness and. the.mentally ill. Con-. .mental illness. The geographer as observer. is the first ,of.'

de-institutionalization prqcess raises im- 'stitch options. Tp observe human interactions, in their
iiins for geographers. For example, what 'spatial 'domain is a long-standing tradition* 'geogra. ,
clices are available to for'Ir mental Pa- phy. In the' study of mental health, the geo'grapher's

and Wolpert, 1974)?, and w.bi,it factors descriptions and observations can contribute to bah=

ead of u
hospitals
we had b,

. As.the strangers emerge frbm the mental
e may find "they" art niore like "Lis" than ,-
n ledto believe, and we nfay need to move

dered in the location of Om ity men"- anted prescriptions for public policy decisions desiineek'''
rs (DeA, 1974; Smith, 1976 (pert et to remedy certain,pathologicicharacteristics in'the en- ,

4
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vironitent-Thus a second option-t sf,ft geog rapher as
p'rescribir, a iole tha.t Will be desciibed in.rVore detail

stand can cont
,thkoUgho,urt the rnonOirt) 4.1hird
piter as predictor, goes.bepprid the fi
ute to {The second optiou. To pr
alleviate undesirable environmeiCta In ;lei:lees; policy

. to 1

mal4e.is need hiknekWeh might g open if they were Co

r implement Certain aCtions..,,Preventi
ogles ref:pikes theecIVimpli4-
sources and some difcull. decjsio
predictive dzkta';will bcrocial: Th

'
fourth opiio and -,

' the One ,most'acadenliepuristS see as their ultirn goal,
.4,,cttle role of geggroplier as explainer. To search for
cadses d cures.of mental illness as tempting 'sas it i ,s.

iif*strati g and ac4de1 nics are pe haps the only. group
with the time and the pp-severance to. seek ,iiltimate

` 4 ''''

ji.of cer,l4in'pathol-
p6sca,r.Ce Naafi :re-
-making ?or

ex Naplers One"and Four .vvill demon,

ve,observe, event('
ytli by trying t

plariaiions. s

nd and about the :situations
the search for explinatiOns will often be in vain,straw*,

bitig changes
we might _be better prepared for

escri
in thisItesOuic

xamples of ea
Paper 'I shall attempt to focus on

apter .0ne
-introduces' the

foolov,ie e c9aispeptrch: p q3ytIons.f th
considering smile

of the major iiNbleitts geographers, tray encounter when
embarking An ;1 rch fjrojects. in this area._ The subt

escribe some of the existing, and
reseauh.,,

seqi,ient chavt
ten4a) topi

'N.', .5

' There is one othei"ivrtiangeographer as selfrindulgent fun,and intei-
est seekrand One should not rule out research done for, fun or with
'romantic or humanistic goals.
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L OilETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL
PROBLEMS .

g,
In adiscussiieri of arelatively new area Of interestfor-

geograPhers, it is,apprOpriate to` consider some of ,the
problemsiresegrchers may.fac, as they 'on their
studiei. At the risk. O.f.'Orrtmitting the unusual crime of
criticizing:ones work before' describing it some inip`or-
tant theoretical an4 methodological concerns need to be
aired. ". '

What.'is". mental health and what. is Mental illness? On
the surface such questions. appearlo involve intractable
ethical and epistemological concerns, but for the'indi-
yidUal researcher the questions relatelpecifiCally to the -,

.dependent variables Selected for .study..
What contribution. can the'vegrapher make initermS

Vependint: variables? In an ecological study .this- ques-.
lion for eS.geola-Phers to identify environmentaIrchar-,
acteristics that. are thought to help or binder the de'vel
oprnent of a pathology (mental illness?).Or 'a desirable
outcome (mental health?).

What analysis, can be used and what' reliability and
validity can be attributyd to the resulting inferences, pro;

.dictiOns and explanations? .

What type of research should'be conducted in.the.areas
of mental health'and mental illness? This:question should
be asked of anyone involved in 'research with human

-.subjects, lint iihendealinkwith potentially ill and un-
happy people,Ve need to be particularly concerned with

'ethics and the invasion.Of personal privacy.'

What ateMentattlealth and Menial illness?.

IPencompassing and lasting definitions are 'n ither
possible nor strictly necessary 'for practitioners n the
mental health fiel , but the search for definition has
filled voltpmes in he researckliterature (for reviews see'
Macklin, 1972; 1 3. Offer and Sabshin 1974; Jahoda,
1958). Onesof the. most importantipoints to ethergeirom
this literature is that' negative definitions of either mental

*health or mental illness are not useful. Mental health is
not simply the absence of mental illness, neither is men-
tal illness the absence of mental 'health. This point was
made clear by Bradburn and Caplovitz (1965) and by
Bradburn (1969); vyboANstablished Two independent
?nensions of psychological well-being, one which they
called positiye affect and the other negative affect. Brad-
burn's results demonstrated that the absence of positive
affect was completely different from the presence of -
negative affect. Mental health and mental illness should
not bv.4considered simply as the' opposite ends of a
continuum, because there are many different concepts of
both mental illness and mental health (Table I ).

Another issue to be considered is whether such con-
r ,

1
ceptt as mental health and nlental illness actually exist
as meaningful. constructs. '.Can any person beiconsidered
truly mentally healthy? Against what standards should
we compare our Ovhi mental states? Szasz (1960), and
other mental health' worgers have argued for many years
that mental illness is a mythical con§truct borne out of
the medical niOilel of thinking' in psyChiatry. Many psy-
.chiatric disorders have no observablecatiseg and crop-
sequently no' available cures, bit at the same time Such
disorders cannot be ignored. Theyekist and they are real
for the people who suffer them. If We agreethat mental

.
health and mental illness do(existland if we do not,'what
can We write about?), the neat concern is with.the estab-
lishment of norms and the concept of "ndrinality'; from
which nierital,health and mental illnesentight deviate.
Even, if we cotisider;the general Freudian view of mental
bealth,the ability to-love, work, and playwe are left
with the distinct impression that a 6Mentally- healthy
person loves; works, and plays better or more satisfac-
torily than. ... than whOrn? ... than the norm for any

. society? Most deflnitionS of mental illness use built-in
normative comparisons. Saber .(1973.:79), defines men-.
tal illness in a social context as:. .

an'interpersdnal deviation from socially accepted stand-
'," ards of behaVior; or ... a i?reakdown in the performance

of social roleS. Conversel0 mental health is definable as
interpersonal behavior which seems to fulfill -social
norms and role requirements. : -z

This definition- may be useful, but, it leaves, unan-
swered the "question of what is a ",socially. accepted"
Standard or a ?social norm." It is Simpler, therefore, in
any research ontext, to define surrogate measures Of'
me and mental illnesS, implying that no gen-

'eral definition's are 'sought and that operationally de:
fined concepts are selected as needed. The definitions,
will be determined by the researcher's goals and the
characteristics cif the population under study. Admis-
sions to.mental hospitals are a popular measure of rn

- tal illness, but for ome .population groups this d
would lead the rese chef to 4icorrect concOsions.
Hutterites in the Da otas, fofexample, exhibit as m
pathology per capita as any other population group,
their incidence of IT pitalization is closet zero (Eaton
and Weil, 1955). Si ilarly, an investigati n of deinstitu-
tionalization Might equire two differe measures: for
public tpolicy purpo s a body count may be sUfficient,
but for cominunity reatment we' Might peed to k w
more about the. ssion .of symptoms among Win
m,ental.patients (see hapter.Two).

Without adequat definitions of mental .healthran
mental illness, it is po'sible to categorize rigidly th

.... ,,, ..,



TA Bi

Jahoda (1958) 4,

Attiades toward the self
Grofth and self-acttializatioit

I \Integration
Autonomy

Environment mastery

MULTIPLE CRITERIA .F01(PCiSITII?E MENTAL HEAtTH
AliPort (1960) ,

Self-objectification
EgO extension

Underlying philosophy of life
Reali§tic coping skills, abilit4es, atia per-.

ceptions; whrmand deep relation of
Self to others

Compassionate regard for all living
creatures

Maslow (1954)

Adequate fe,elings of security
Reasonable degree of selPevaluation

(insight)
Realistic life goals
Integration arid, consistency-Of person-,

Silty
.0

- Ability to learn from experience, dde-1.
quate spontaneity, appropriate. emo-
tionality, ability to satisfy group ret

n quirements with some. individuality,
adequee but unexaggerated bodily
desires

Source: Sauber (1973: I ).

. ,

problems that Callwilhint.the purview of geography and
mental health. Some even more important problems
result- from the lack of clarity in definitions' Supposing

- that in a st y of happiness we identify several variables
vihicp ar related to the avowed happinessig the people
in the s mple. What have we-learned about the media-.
nisms for improving their happiness? Happiness, ac-
cording to most sages, is not the end product of any.
pattern of . thought or 'behavior, but is a spin-off, a'
vicarious by-product of otherwise unrelated actions.
Similarly, can wt infer from the results of a study with
an 'operationally defined' mentally ill population that
certain opposite relationships will hold true ,for. a "nor -
mil population? In both cases the obvious infere es
are at best hazardoUs and at worst wrong. We are tou

- ing' here on a fill greater problem. Can we ,ever,deal
' adequately 'With a problem like mental illness, wherthe

sUbjects'-o f pur studies are people with experiences alien
to ourbwn, where we may .s' eak the same language as

, . they n -terms of syntax, but w ere therneanings mdy be
entir ly different? Consider the possibijity that living in
a p ticular area of the_city exerts a negative influence
on an - individual released froni a mental hospital. We
can identify al statistical relationship, but the inference
We make is based -on our own "normal," experiences or
on experierices we may not even hive had ourselves, but

. which /we have read about in b'ooks..We ascgbe signifi-
canceto the relationship because we assume it has cef-.
tain characteristic meanings for us; but on what infor-
maticin do we' base, such an assumption? The problem.

- involves more than the usual shift of values from re-
searcher. to subject; it.involyes also the. assumption that

° meltal illness does not change the Characteristics of the
people we are studying. We cannot be entirely certain
that in the, face of obvious changes in, behavior, in feel-
ings, and, most importantly, in the, way the outside
world reacts, that a Mentally ill perion 'still responds as
we ourselves do to a certain class of stimuli. There is a
strdfig urge to treat the mentally ill, like everybody else,
an urge which is reinforced l5y current humanitaiian and
civil rights movements, but, this urge might also seive to
miSlead,some of our work (we shall return to,this'issue
in cpapter Two). When we find a'resulf that contradicts,

.,

er,

whgt we expected. to find, we tend t,o think immediately
that we did Something-wiong in Out modeling or in our,
analysis: Why do we question our .models of reality.
when it could just as easily be the reality norma-
dye, 'self-ascribed reality, whiCh ought .to be guts-
tioned?' In longitudinal studies we folloW-peoPle from
time t=-7- to time.t=2, to identify..the.effects.of social or
spatial .v r ables on a given dependent variable.. The
most problem in such-a-study is whkther our '
subjects t=2 are still the same people-they were;(
at the ginning, and-Whether we still have the same :
relationships-Withthem.

Some Of these problems are intractable, .but, rather
than throw up our hand's in despair,,,We. may wish .to
continue by'making some assumptions and-by changing
reality .,to suit our particular purposes.

Depengent Va (able:F
, ..

Many discussions of mental health and mental ill ss
refer to a number of closely related, terms which are
often, used interchangeably. To reduce confusion' it is
useful todefine some of these concepts; The terms mas-,
teryi. defense, coping, adaptition, and adjustment are
descriptive terms for some of the processes:ifivolvedirt\-
coming to gript with different problems. Another group
of terms describes the outcome or the overall results of
the procelses listed above: These include mental health;
mental illness, psychological well-being, happiness, sat
isfaction, and quality of life. Some overlap between the
terms in both categories is to be expected, Wit in this
context it is helpful to keep them separate. &third set of
terms is used to describe the direct and indirect
dicators of outcome measures, and these include
cidence and prevalence rates of, Various disorders, men-

' /tal hospital admission rates, suicide. statistics; and
number counts the use of facilities. .

White (4974:47-52) has described a useftil scherna for
understanding the differeinces among the prOcess s1e-
scriptidns'. He uses adaptation as the generic Concept
z This point I must -concede to Gunnar Olson, who questioned all of.
my work this way. With hindsight and with my degree safe, rcan now ;
'see the argument, but it is not,ajiappy coricloion to be left with.



and defense, mastery, 'coping, and adjustment as sub- ographersrstudying happiness wou d want to know what
categories. Adaptation, according to White, can be de- spatial and-environmental yarn es are likely to help
fined as an ndivi4ually acceptable compromise between -make people, happy or unha py. For mental patients
a person's'needs gird a particular environmental setting. discharged from hospitals, whatIgeographical.variables
In this definition adaptation is a catch-all term for. a . contribute to the therapeutic nature of the cothmunity?
variety. of strategies which bring.about a greater degree . Whiph variables Aire stress-inducing and which are sup:
of fit be weep person4nd'environment. The definition is .portive? One problem that arises immediately in choos-
similar:4f° Wohlwill's (.1974:134) more' restrieted defini- ing_ independent variables is inclu-siveness:J0 other
tion, of adaptation in -a behavioral context as ". . -p a words, what is and what is not to be >defined as an
qUantitative shift in the distribution of judgemental or individual's environment, or how detailed n inyprnorSt
a Tective resporfses along; a stimulus continuum." In the of /he' individual's needs; trait's, and abilir es is nieces-.
literature, coping seems - to refer mainly to adaptation sary? Again, researchers' goals play an impOrtant role iri
strategies utilized in relatively ,uriusual and difficult situ -; forming the' definitions, with the additiongl complicai:
ations such as_ puberty, adolescence, menopause, and tion that the 'selection procedure is,likely to encounter
grief (MurphY, 1974; Murphy and Mortarty, 1976). De, the stipkine'ss of interdisciplinary b9.9ndaries. The indi-
fense usually refers to a rarrge of responses to danger or viduals ip 'any research project define the key vadat))
physical attack, although -a, psychological defense would according to their disciplinary `and theoretical'biases
be a response to ,a felt or Percei&d attack. kastery Thus we find a book called Psychotherapj\arid the Role
involves a successful attempt to overcome certain prob- of the Evvironnient-(Voth and Orth; 1973),in which the
lems, whether real or perceived. Adjustment is confused e5'external environment" is defined almost entirely 'as in-
with adaptatidn more than any other term, partly be- terpersonal contacts, whereas another book, The Non-
cause the difference between the two lies in the scale and Human -Environment (Searles, 1960)', is concerned -v
magnitude of the reaction. Adjustment implies a modifi- mainly with the role of physical'and natural elements'in
cation of the environment or aparticular set of response human development.Geografthers interested, in mental
reactions, such as drinking toffee and slowing down health might want to look specifically-at the'effect of
during an all-night drive. Adaptation, on the other spatial variations in environmental characteristics; for
hand, involves a more substantial set of changes. In the example, does the network of friends and supportive
driving situation, adaptation implies that the driver be- neighbors differ from one part of the city to the next?
comes psychologically and physiologically accustomed Psychologists, on the other hand, might argue for the
to 'driving at night without the smaller scale adjustments 4 primacy of intrapsychic variables and the quality of
needed by the novice. interpersonal relationships, attributing. little to the net

Definitions of such terms only become important to a effects of socialization or location. By spreading the net
researcher if they bring a conflicting orientation to the wider in terms of independent variables, researchers can
problem. One solution to such a problem was Brad- more closely approximate the complex web of influences
burn's (1969) decision to abandon the notion of mental on a person's mental health. In other words, what we
health and replace it with psychological well-being. The might refer to as an ecological approach to mental
decision was based partly on the arguments of Szasz health (see Leff et al., 1970; Hinkle, 1961) would be an
(1960) and others that it is incorrect and unethical to use attempt to consider a. variety of influences in personal,
medical terminology to describe mental illness, and interpersonal, and environmental spheres. The recent
partly on the fact that the use of such terminology would burgeoning of new academic subdisciplines has in part
involve defining standards for "correct" or "healthy" been a response to the demand for interdisciplinary
behavior. Instead of global evaluations, Bradburn studies of person/environment situations; but unfortu-
wanted to measure different human problems and their nately the net effect may be to increase rather than
solutions, using Szasz's term "probleins in living" as a decrease the divisions between academic boundaries.
baseline. For each person Bradburn tried to ide tify the Once the independent variables are identified, re-
most frequently encountered - .problems and to in-
vestigate which of them, were short- and long -ti rm in
nature, which resulted from environmental stresse and
which were largely determined by individual fac ors.
From this perspectiveBradburn felt that happiness or
psychological well-being was the most appropriate ter
for his dependent variable, and he defined it as t
outcome of an individual's search for a sat&acto
compromise between environmenttfactors and perso
ality dispositions. In this sense,,I3idbUrn's well-bein
measure would be the outcome of the process that Whit
(1974) referred to as adaptation.

Choosing Ind pendent Variables

Once at suitable dependent variable is chosen, the
problem rmains of selecting independent variables. Ge-

-s
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searchers face the problems of measurement and group-
ing. How do we group apples with oranges, or personal-
ity traits with neighborhood characteristics? What data
are available, and.how reliable are these data? What,
expenses are involved, and how much overlap exists
between the different data sources? Another question,-
one of major concern to geographers, is the issue of
collinearity between the potential independent variables.
One solution is to factor analyze or to attach dimensions
to the data, selecting out a smaller number of indepen-
dent characteristics. Identifying stable and independent
dimensions makes for better research by reducing colli-
nearity, but may also provide less reliable predictions
and less dramatic results. In many eases policy makers
and funding agencies look first at the final results of a
r search report, and often conclude that mall ado has
been made about nothing if the results are anything less



TABLE 2. THE AFTER-CARE DIMENSION

Items Loadings

Contact with major after-care worker- .68 ,
Use of after -care facilities .61

Amount of after -care planning .45

Type of hoS,pital commitment .39*
Use of commuhity resources .35*,
Type of prognosis .32*

* Iiems with loadings less than .40 were nat normally con-
.sidered to belong to -a dimension unlesS they fit intuitively
with other items.

Source; Adapted frnm Smith (1975a).

than astonishing. Using individual variables may allow
researchers to report dramatic results, but if one uses a
dimension, some of the items included may have con-
tradictory relationships, to . the dependent variable,
which would cancel outiheiindividual effects. An ex-
ample is-the'ACter-care dimension identified in the dein-
stitutionalization study (Smith, -1975a; Table 2). After-
care was expected to emerge as a major ptedictor of
outcome for discharged patients, because community
mental health facilities are intended to provide a net-
work of help and support for patients living outside the
hospital. Comparing the mean scores- for patients who
returned to the hospital with those for patients who did
not return, we find significant differences in only two
items, and in an analysis of adjustment and recidivism
the After-care dimensjon is unimportant as,a predictor,
perhaps because some of the items were not positively
related to the dependent variable (Table 3).

For geographical research in this field, two other ma-
jor problem areas should be mentioned: those relating to
variable selections in time and in space.

The Influence of Time

Mental health studies often require longitudinal de-
-signs to make possible before and after comparisons or
to monitor behavioral changes through time. As time
passes, nonspecific events may alter an individual's situ-
ation. A former mental patient, for example, may leave
the state or move to a new house shortly after discharge,
and both situations would require flexibility in the data
collection. Another problem noted by Becker (1963) in
longitudinal studies involving drug addicts, criminals, or
mental patients, was that investigators have to recognize
that different influences are important at different times.
In the case of drug offenders, one set or data would be
needed to describe how the individual was first exposed
to the drug, how it first became available, and why the
individual was willing to try it. Different information
would be needed to help explain why the user main-
tained the habit after the initial phase. For the dis-
charged mental patient, researchers would need to look
both forward and backward in time, to settings and
situations occurring before, during, and after the
patient's hospital episode (Figure I ).

Mental patients have a series of what Goffman (1961)
called "careers," each of which- is an identifiable se-

'quence of individual movements from one position to
another. At each temporal stage individuals are part of a
different social network. Mental patients thus have pre-
patient, patient, and postpatient phases of their careers.
Independent and dependent variables would be different
at each stage of the analysis. Adjustment in the pre-
patient phase might be a situation in which the overt
manifestation of problems is recognized and the person
is institutionalized. Inside the hospital, patients may
decide that the benefits of institutionalization far out-
weigh the liabilities, and thus be inclined to show few
behavioral improvements in case the staff consider them
for discharge. In the postpatient phase, persons might
find themselves unprepared for community living and
try to find treatment, preferably in the hospital. At each
phase different data are needed to describe the patients
and their environmental and interpersonal situations.
(For a further ,discussion of these issues, see Smith,
1975b.)

011,
Spatial Components of the Independent Variatiles

Corresponding problems exist in the spatial realm of
the analysis. To continue with the mental patient ex-
ample, in each career the scale of analysis will be differ-
ent as the 'patient moves from the community to the
hospital and then back to the community. During any
career, patients may also operate in a number of differ-
ent spatial domains, each one at a different scale.
Patients are individuals, but at the same time they live in 4i
a residential unit with family or friends, in a neighbor
hood, and in a particular part of the city or the county.
In such situations two problems exist. The first is that
variables important at one scale may not need to be
considered at a different scale. The second problem,

' which is perhaps more typical than the first, occurs when
the same va?iables.are considered at all scales, but with
changes in importance and magnitude at each scale. An
example of the first case would be a study of the ecologi-
cal variables potentially influencing an individual's men-
tal health. Cata would be needed to describe the house,
the block, the neighborhood, and the community, but
data collection at each level involves different sources
and different levels of aggregation (Figure 2).

The second problem, the changing importance of var-'

TABLE 3. MEAN SCORES FOR RETURNER§''AND
INONRETURNERS ON AFTER=CARE ITEMS

Non Significance
Items Returners Returners (95% level)

'Contact with major after-
care worker

Use of after-care facilities
Amount of after-care

planning
Type of hospital

commitment
Usep f community resources
Type of prognosis

2.72 2.93
2.89 3.67,

No .

Yes

2.51 2.58 .No

2.49 2.58 No
2.01 2.31 No
2.40 2.70 'Yes

)
Sduite: Adapted from Smith (1975a).
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A TEMPORAL. MODEL -OF MENTAL PATIENTS!
CAREERS

BACKGROUND ,VARIABLES
AGE ,,SEX., RACE, etc.

'COMPETENCE; SKILLS,' .

TRAITS , ABILITIES

AND SO 'FORTH

PREVIOUS HOSPITAL
EXPERIENCES

(IF APPLICABLE)

PREHOSPITAL

ENVIRONMENT

HOSPITALIZATION
TREATMENT MODE

MEDICATION

THERAPY

AFTER-CARE PLANS.
+ REMISSION /

DETERIORATION

VOCATIONAL ,

RECREATIONAL

COUNSELING

HOSPITAL
ENVIRONMENT

HOSPITAL

ENVIRONMENT

ADJUSTMENT
.SKILLS .

A_ BILITY TO HANDLE-
STRESS,

BE SELF-SUPPORTING.

CULTURAL' AND
INSTITUTIONAL

MILIEU
AFTER- CARE FACILITIES

FAMILY SUPPORT, ete.

PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT

CHARACTERISTICS OF

THE NEIGHBORHOOD

COMMUNITY

ENVIRONMENT

O

CHRONICITY

'COMPLETE

.REICSSION

PARTIAL

RE MISSION

CONTINUED
ILLNESS

RETURN TO
HOSPITAL

DEATH,

POSSIBLE

OUTCOMES

Figure I. A Temporal Model of Mental Patients' Careers.

iables at ascending or descending spatial scales, can be
illustrated by one of Zeno's paradoxes. The scene is a
room wit l foue-people at different distances from the
viewer, ea one in a different pose. A mirror on the wall
captures the image of the room, but in the mirror the
four people have changed positions and each is occupied
in a different way. In the mirror is another mirror, again
showing people in different positions, and so on ad
infinitum.' The analogy is illustrated in Figure 3, with
variables A, B, C, and D changing in importance and
magnitude as the scale of the data collection diminishes.

The perennial problem of b9undaries is also related to
the spatial dimensions of the independent variables.
Much has been written about neighborhoods and com-
munities, but little consensus exists about the bound-
aries of such spatial units. (For a review of the literature,
see Fischer, 1976.). -In a mental health context the
boundary problem was apparent in the attempts to de-
fine catchment areas for community mental health cen-
ters (Huffine and Craig, 1973; Dear, 1974). The original
definition was geographical, with a catchment area de-
fined as:

Aging hippies and late 1960s music freaks will recognize this scene as
the photograph on the cover of Pink Floyd's record Ummagumma.
Television viewers during the Democratic Convention will remembera
similar scene as they watched Jimmy Carter in his hotel room, while
Carter was watching scenes of himself watching television in his hotel
room.

a geographical section within which a community men.
tal health center may be reached in one hour's traveling
time, and having a population of 75,000 td' 200,000
persons (Regester, 1974:887).

It is evident that the term community need not be spa-
tially or demographically determined, and as Regester
(1974) has, demonstrated, mental health professionals
define the term in differentways. In Table 4,,a number of
definitions of the term community. are listed, and each
definition has different implications for determining the
target 'population', the staff characteristics needed, the
community needs to be served, and the effects the center

Building Types (city building codes)
rNeighborhood(ihtfrrviews,census data)

House
Block

Neighborhood

Community

State

Views, Aesthetics
(air photograph's)

Safety Level
(police data)

4Educational Facilities
(county)

Figure 2. Scale Considerations in Data Collection.



;TABLE 4. DIFFERENT CONCEPTIONS OF "COMMUNITY" AND(THEIR SERVICE-RELATED IMPLICATIONS

:eptual Model
"Community"

Criteria Determining Target Pop-
ulation (Demographic Defini-
tion)

Staff Characteristics
I L

Awareness of Community Needs Effect on Target Population

Lographical Area

ajority

cal Minority

ciety at Large-

mmon Body

:ling of
ongingness

List

Specific catchment area based on
residence in a certain area

The greatest number of people in
a given region

The voice of the economically and
politically most powerful

Focus on all people and on all
problems

Focus on specific attributes, e.g.
life-style, race

A group of people who share feel-
ings and accept others

Determined mainly by Staff atti-
tudes about who they want to
serve

Must live inside catchment area, Produces territorial behavior, client
"duniping,'," jurisdictional squab-
bling

Impossible goal of responding to
all needs

Must live inside catchment area.,
and be continually active in the
community

)

Requires specialist staff. member

Requires

Political ifituence on the cunning
of the agency, produces unequal
services .

complete diversity of staff Should enhance awareness
levels

Allows homogenous staff

Staff functions should Mirror cou,
ception of community

'Hiring of specialists,, researchers,
. others with elitist views

at all

Lack of recognition of some types
- o f problems, e.g. minorities

'Staff should become aware of com-
munity needs

Usually detracts from consid6rd-
tion of community needs

Creates "putative" boundaries,
alienates some clients who must
travel long distances

Creates a "numbers game," de-
pending on quantity notquality

Discriminatory and prejudicial ser-
vice delivered

Enhances positive mental health

Infighting between community fac-
tions, decreasing toWance for
individual difference:

Promotes positive mental health

Authoritarian staft suspicious of
"grass roots" organizations

irce: Adapted from Regester (1974).
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will have on the' target 'cciriimunity. -Comenunity is a
term With many mpilings, and as will be; evident in
Chapter Two,7ta spatial defidition may not be the rhost
im, ortant.

At a smaller scale, researchers may need to, define a'
neighborhood for the purposes ofdata collection.'Using,
a. rule of thumb technique, ,Dear (1974) defined a six=
block area to investigate the-negative spillover effects of
community mental health centers in Philadelphia. A
similar combination "of intuition and field 'checking was
used todefine residential neighborhoods,tor the mental
patients in the dein'stitutionalization study (Sniith,
1975a). In this case he determined the boundaries by the
goals of the research and the data that were required. To
describe the visual and functional characteristics of the
area immediately surrounding a given residence it wa
necessary to define a visible neighborhood and a W/Ithi
easy-walking-distance neighborhood. Frotin field wor
he used an estimate of 600 feet'as the average distan e
visible from the front door of a residence, and he defin d
the visible neighborhood as a cell measuring 1200 et
on all sides, with the residence at the center. He t en,
defined walking distance neighborhoods arbitraril as
the eight contiguous visible neighborhoods (Flame 4),0

. _
Evaluating Results. and Making Inferences

'is ial science purists like theiiiesearch to est blish
causar4elationships and explanations, but most obey
orientediAsearchers have been content to describe a
situation, and predict a .range of 'outcomes. In mental
health and mental illness, the latter orientation is appro-
priate because even after years of research' w are no'
closer to adequate explanations for most type of psy-
chopathology. In recent years a strohg publ c health
precedent has lien incorporated into the community
Mental health movement, And the search for definitive
causes and cures has been de-emphasized i favor of
predicting a probable sequence' of events. F planning
purposes there is no time to wait for the sin le, "right"
answer because several right answers may b available,
and in the meantime many actions could e taken to
alleviate the problems of the sufferers.

spite of these considerations, resear hers should
take some precautions before recommend ng that their
results are useful for public policy decisio -making. One
problem that is particularly appropriate in the case':of
the ecological research _conducted.by geo raphers is the

'CELL IZELRESIDENTIAL t IGI-A3012i-100D

198

--1200'

Potines
Rtridooc

a

3600'

V.t.ble Ne,hbothood

Figure 4. Cell SizeResidential Neighborhoods.
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'danger of falling into an inference "trap, aVituation in
which the researcher chooses a case study from a social
system level that does not fit the conceptual model un-

derlying the work (Riley, 1963). Thus, if.wp make pre-
dictions about an individual's mental health based on
spatially grouped data, we run the risk of making an
aggregate fallacy.' Another inference trap is an atom-
istic fallacy, where the major hypothesis relates to a
group, for example a group of married couples, but the
data are collected for individual couples. If we believe,
transiency and suicide are manifestations oesocial dis-
organization (Kaplan, 497I ) and that both will occur in'
the same neighborhoods, only partially useful results
can be obtained by demonstrating that individuals who
commit suicide had also, at some time, been transients.

Another fallacy would be involved 'if one particular
type of theory was emphasized without giving due con-
sideration to other theories. Gedgraphers are not alone
in committing fallacies of this type; in fact academic
disciplines have consistently rewarded scholars whii
have demonstrated a uniquely spatial (or sociological,
or psychological) contribution to a particular problem.
Geographers castigate sociologists and psychologists for
ignoring the spatial point of view or Ihe,effect of dis-
tance, but we might just as easily commit similar of-

'The more normal term is ecological fallacy, but it is not used here
because the hypothesized relationships need not be ecological.



fenses when we move into .new areas of research. It is
appropriate, therefore, to'discuss how researchers, par-
ticularly geo rapheys, fight try to avoid fallacies such
as those descn d, and w they might be able to sub-
stantiate their in renceS.

Avoiding Fallacies

To test an ,ecological hypothesis, an attempt is made
to discoVer t4lationships between a spatial domain (such
as a part of the city.) and an ,outcome measure (such as
mental health or mental illness). The inference might be
of the following type:the phYsieal, social, Cultural, and
institutional characteristics of place A help to cause a
particular pathology. As Clausen and Kohn (1954),have
indicated researchers need to cpnsider four basic as-
sumptions befpre they arguhe validity of such an
inference. The,first is to ensure that spatial variations in
the pathology cannot be accounted for by ecolbgical
:segregation, pr drifting," in other words, by people
movrng into certain areas after the onset of illness. One
'wayto .check for drifting is to investigate age structures
and recent patterns of mobility in the target population:
A .second .concein is the p'resence of intercorrelations
among the potentially important independent variables,
a problem that' may tend to highlight the spurious and
conceal the significant relationships: As' discussed ear-
lier, it is usually advisable to collapse the pOtentially
important variables into a smaller group of independent
dimensions. A related problem is to make sure the data
adequately describe the environmental characteristics of
a specific location, and that they reflect the conditions of
life assumed to be influential. This problem is similar to
the issue of inclusiveness that was discussed earlier, but
the problem will be exacerbated if the data are collected
from different sources and at different scales. The choice
of a visible neighborhood (Figure 4) is one way to
ensure the data are subject specific; that is, that they
describe what the residents would actually see from their
houses. A fourth concertiiS to make sure that the proba-
bility of being included in the sample as a case does not
vary spatially as a result of area characteristics that are
not included as independent variables. For example,
illness and bizarre behavior might be labeled deviant in
some places but not in others,' and it would be impor-
tant to try to control for spatial variations in such fac-
tors as police vigilance and institutional admission poli-
cies. Apother solution to the problem is to use a
nonrandom population, such as a group of discharged
mental patiehts (see Chapter Two).

Checking for. Fallacies and Searching for Alternative
Methodologies

7.

In a landmark ecological study, Faris and Dunham
(1939) -showed that by mapping what they called in-

^ Dobrenwend and Chin-S.hong (1969) noted such a tendency and
found that ethnic leaders defined illness very narrowly, includ-
ing only the most disturbed cases. This does not necessarily mean ,that
mental illness is more acceptable in ethnic neighborhoods: it could
simply he that pathology is soprevalent that only the worst cases are
defined as mental illness.

.
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'sanity rates, the spatial incidence of mental illness could
'be- fitted into the ecological structure of the city. Faris
and 'Dunham hypothesized that the dikribution of pa-
thology could be explained in pat by vsocial dis-
orga9ization in different'areas of,* city. In doing so,
they rigked a potential sociological fallacy by suggesting
that a spatially variant social characteristic was th'ma -.

jor variable influencing mental disorder, without con-
trolling for the characteristics of the invi within
each spatial unit. To test for such a fall ac t is necessary
to make a. segmental comparison (Riley, 963:703).6'

One tapproach +o select an individual cha teristic
thought to be a component of isocial disorgani ion,
transiency for example, and hold,it constant while
vestigating the overall socialdisorganization in differen
spatial. units. The segments (marked with an 'x' in Fig-
ure.5A) could be compared_ along the disorganization
continuum to check if the originally hypothesized rela-
tionship is maintained. In *example shown, research-
ers would be able to check whether transient psychotics
`drifted into the most disorganized parts Of the city.

A similar technique could be valuable in a study of the
spatial efficiency of community mental health services. If
we hypothesize that access to facilities.contributes to the
recuperation of previously'hospitalized mental patients,

segmental comparison would'allow the hypothesis to
be tested in a complementary analysis of the_ actual users
at each location (Figure 5B). An analysis of this type
enables researchers to isolate the spatial component of
the problem, and then to compare real accessibility, the
distance to the facility, with effective accessibility, the
actual usage of the facility.

Contextual 4nalysis

Another useful approach for dealing with 'aggregative
or ecological fallacies is contextual analysis, which al-,
lows researchers to assess the relative influence of
grouped and individual variables. In the topical context
of crowding and density, a contextual analysis would
help to determine the relative influence of a) overall
neighborhood densities, and b) individual traits;: such as
a person's perception of crowding (see.Fischer et al.,
1975). Contextual analysis presupposes thht members of

r up bbhave one way as individuals, and another Way,
as mei bers of the group. The earlyiwOrk in this field
began with studies of soldiers in different units (Davis et
al., 1961). Soldiers who are not promoted tend to be-
have differently from tho'se who are promoted, but some
of the individual differences disappear when outfits with
low overall promotion Fates are compared to those with/
higher promotion rates..,in reviewing three studies of
political affiliation, Sills (1961) reported that an individ;
ual'5 political persuasion is determined largely by paren-
tal Influence, but when different area were compared,
the contextual effect of the climate of opinion in each

° A segmental comparison is a subcategory of what Blau (1960) called
a structural .analysis, in which the analysis focuses on the internal
structure within each group being studied.
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area outeighed the parental influence.
Several.possibilities exist for using contextual analysis

to investigate ,the results of the deinstitutlonalization
study.' In Chapter Two, one of the neighborhood char-

,.

7 At 'this point,the possibilities cannot become realities for that par-
titular study because the necessary data are not available. Such a.study
is currently in progreirs.

Returners

Non-
Returners

acteristics that predicted return to the hospital was a
dimension called "Old and Lonely," which measured
the percentage of people living alone and the proportion
of the people in the neighborhood over sixtyfive ye rs
old (Smith, 1976b). The'results suggested that patien s
living in neighborhoods with high scores on the Old an
Lonely dimension had lower rates of redidivirri. This
was surpriging because it implied that patientS .had a,

ACCESSIBILITY TO MENTAL HEALTH FACILITIES
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.

better chance of stayingout of the hospital if they lived-
`in a neipborhood vihere .there. were many Old and

Lonely people. With adequate data, a: contextual analy-
sis Oould be used 'to determine, hether it was because
patients lived in such neighborptogds that they 'were
more likely to stay out Of the ho hal, or whether it was

actually lived alp 4 (or were ofbecause theofd). If we ,,
, could determine that tl* (spati 1) contextual; effect of
",living in an Olcland Lonely neighborhood was a signifi-

cant factor, we could mark a partla4riumph for geogra-
_pih)c_rimet sociology and psychology!' By plotting recidi-
Nisin probabilities on one axis and Old and ;Lonely
neighborhood characteristics-err:19111e other, it would be
possible d highlighhhe relationship betweOn neighbor-
hood do individual effects (Figure 6). Th.b' recidivism
probabil declines as we move4roM neighborhoods

i,witn lOw cores on the Old and -Lonely dimension to ..

neighborhoods wiih8high scores; but almost ho differ-
ence exists betsWeeri patients who live 4Ione and those
who' do not (Figure 6A). In another situation we find ;
that recidivism probabilities fdr' people living alone are
consistently higher than those for people not living -4,,'

,i'alone (Figure 6B). Figures 6C through 6G show other II

possible situations, some of which suggest that the indi- ,

vidual effects (living alone or not living alone) confound
the neighborhood effect (the Old and Lonely character- '
istics).8

1-

, What Typeof Research?

In addition to the considerations discussed thus far, it t
is important to address some fundamental 'concerns

;_about -the ethics and research standards used in any
study of mental health and mental illness. Such ques-
tions have assumed increasing prominence in recent
years as a result. of the civil rights movement and the
formation of mental patient lobby groups, both. of
which have been influentialin !persuading professional

, organizations, research corpOrations, and universities to
beset standards for ethical research (Nmerican Psychologi-

cal Association, 1973). The issue of ethics 'should be
considered on a case-by-case basis. Sometimes the argu-
ments are straightforward, as in the debates over the use
oftlectric shock and other'negativ reigforcements (see
for., 'example Milgram, 1974); but e issues are more
difficult to isolate.in the subtle can id camera research
where people are set up in ,compro ising situations (see
for example.Rosenhan, 15,3; Milgram, 1974).

In all studies involving Mental patients, researchers
must obtain, written consent prior to the study, and keep
all information strictlycOnfidentia1.9 One general solu-
tion to the invasion of personal privacy is the unObtru-,,

A discussion of contextual effects in other geographical contexts can
; be found in Kumley (1975), a commentary on a paper by Johnston

(1974). Stil other uses are discussed by Sanders (1975).
° The written consent requirement is relaxed only if the researchers are
employed by the institution or agency in which the patients are resid-
ing.

sive study (Webb et al., 1960), which teas the dual advans,
tages of bypassing most of the ethical pvoblemsinvolved
in questionnaire work, and .excludipg much researcher
,bias (Rosenthal, 1966). Unobtrusive studies occasion-
ally produce interesting and unexpected results, as in the
case of Davis' .(1975) door-to-door investigation of the
effects of high density living! Davis repOrted.that in high
density neighborhoods a significantly larger propQrtion
of residents ;either responiled suspiciously to the inter-
viewer or dig not even open their doors. r

In any interview researchers run the risk of question-
ing people with biased or unrepresentative views on the
issues. Another concern of interviewers is that the sub-
ject May respond to the "researcher's omnipotence" ,.
(Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1969) and will either tell re-
searchers what they want to know,' of.Avill provide a *.
"Socially acceptable" respoAse. T m.he issue of subject a:
nipuiation is a major problem in studies of mental ill-
ness, where .the subjects may be suspicious'crP-x-h-ostile
and unaccepting public response to their illness. A$ '
'Braginsky et al. (1969) demonstrated, clatients respond
differently to tasks when their implied meaning is al-
teled. 'In one study, araginsky asked patients to com-',._
plete a self-rating form describing their symptoms of
mental illness. The sample was di ided equally into two
matched groups, with patients in)one thinking the re-
searcher. wanted the information 1.91r purely academic
reasons, and those in the=iith-ef group thinking he was,
studyin overpopulation/in mental hospitals. Not sur- -.
prisingl, the patients in the second group rated them-
selves significantly mormentally ill than those in the
first group.

The Braginsky study illustrates-two facets .of the ethics
arid- research standards issue, In the first place, the
patients were tricked into defensive stances, but even
more important are the questions raised about who can
best represent the reality of any particular situation, an
issue discussed earlier. One can make strong arguments
for interviewing the patients themseivesbut the compli-
cations resulting from a combination of their illness,.
their difficulties in understanding the problem, their lack
of reading and writing abilities, and the effects of medi-
cation, tend to militate against such an approach. It has
been demonstrated that the alternatives which provide
the most accurate information about in-hospital behav-
ior can be gained from, in descending order: Other
patients on the ward, ward attendants, nursing staf,
social 4 rkers, clini al psychologists, and lastly, psy-
chiatris as y t al., 1959; Honigfeld and Klett,
l'965).' . ,

Again the issues of obtrusion and interventiodare
raised. If we are studying the situations of mental
patients, our simple presence on the ward might jeop-
ardize the results, quite apart from the invasion of
privacy and indacem'ent of fear which might be in-

'° The reader will' note that the amount of patient contact declines as
we move down the hierarchy from ward attendants to psychiatrists,
but salary levels, amount of training, and authority increase. These
inverse relationships are common to a number of institutions, includ-
ing universities (see Smith; 1976f).
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volved. CiiOr ntern- for such issues might persuade re-
searchers intemiew not the patients themselves, but
rather their hospital warkefs, a more ethical approach
bat one which necessarily, traties-aff Some degree of
accuracy. (In his study of discharged mental patients,
Smith (19175a) asked hospital social workers and corn-
m,unity mferital health-workers to evaluate the patients'

,

k I

,

I i .

lil

performance. IU-was considered neither ethical nor ap44-
propriate, in a follow-up study of discharged patients,.to
locate the patients and ask how well they were adjuStirig
to life in the community. Interference of this type is
involved in many longitudinal 5tudies-,-and the research-
ers know-practically :noshing about the degree of bias
their presence injecis into the data.

2
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t.

IL FROM PAIII NT TO PERSON:
THE PROCESS OF D NSTITUTIONALIZATION

6, 1

While this .paper s being preOred, Randall P.
McMurphy became Pho4sehold :name follow ing his
appearance in One,Flev.v Over the Cuckoo s Nest. After
watching tfi Me movieost peopl might conclude that
mental hospitals are still as bad as they were in 1963.
Today, however', although man bf the wards are called
admission wards, they could more accurately be called
discharge wards, because almost from the day the a-
tient§ enter, the staff begin to prepare for their rel -§e
into the.community the late 1960s and'earl1/4).7 1970s, a
combination of ti ter afJmission policies, accelerated
discharge rates, a d de -elerated return rates; has re-
sulted in 'a reducti in t e initiate populations of.tnost

iest to mental hospit s11

k have bee accused of making dis-
charge

departme
With the cha4ge i Policies a number of state mental

.

charge rates and turnover the exclusiVe goals of mental
hospitals, effectively displacing the loftier goal of pro-,
vidiqg treatment in a therapeutic milieu. As ajesult, the j
grlaring.paradox of institutionalization has become even
more visible: the parirdox of a societal action designed to
help individuals learn to cope better with living in the
community by temporarily placing them in a
alien place. Patients are discharged when. they are con-
sideredsidered iteady to leave the hospital, but for weeks and
even months their soeial workers have been working
with their families to find out if and when a returnhome
an bearranged:, If such a possibility does not exist,xist;the

worker tries: to locate a suitable living arrasgement in
the community, employnicnt contacts are made,s. anc1,1
lifter-care is planned. Somepatients are diseharged un-
conditionally, but othets ledve on probation or condi-
tional release for up to three'months. Prior.to their final
exirorn hospital, the patients may go on weekend visits

leaves of absence to help them prepare for
teflive permanently 1n the community (Rock et al.,
1968).

For, each patient, deinstitutionalization involves cop-
ing with a difficult situation'` Leaving the hospital as a
patient, one is expected to become a. Person" again
almost immediately. Community acceptance is often dif-
ficult to find, but even more important are the fears the'
pa 'erns themselves may haVe about their ability

e the -grade (Bachman, 1971). A research stu,ry: of
community adjustment could focus on any of a number
of 'questions, includir!g: What happens to the Patients
after they leave the hospital? 1-16w do they make a living,

" According to the American Ps'ychological As,sociaiion Monitor
(May 1976). state mental hospitals have discharged more than half or
their 500.000 resident-patifnts since 1963.

find 'friends, receive medication, and arrange for eoun-
seling? What differentiates those who learn to cope from

,

. those who do not? Questions with. a more specifically
spatial component might be included in such studies;.,for

iexample, what role does diStance play in discharge and
return patterns? Is it important where the patients live in
relation tq downtown, to the hospital, to recreational
areas, or to the community mental

hindrance in the coping process?

facilities? Are
spatial variations in commviity characteristics a help. or

'''A pa-
tients go for institutional help? Where are friends and
significant others located.in the community? As an ex-'
.ample of how geographers might tackle such. qtteitions
as these, the,remainder of this chapter will describe parts
of a study'of,m'ental patients discharged from the Ypsi-
lanti Statel-lbspital in souttfeastern Michigan;

. : Leaving the Hospital

Moving from an organized and- structured-setting in

patients left the cotrimanily, perhaps not too tong agO,
will
tthe hospital

usually

Istoerhoosippaittieris.,.1,71,6v

into

..more ambiguous one in .the community
itnovaOlve a dramatic change in lifestyle. The

hospital as. a last resort,When theyleave the '
new quarters. in group

settings or room- And -board houses:.0thers live by them-
selves, but the Majority retum to'live with their familie.
(Table 5). Sortie residential changes occur afteri'dis-
Charge as 7people leave the group situation to live on
their bwn, but the Michigan study showed little evidence

common
patients drifting into slum neighborhoods, a p,

cnOn which was comon in California' after a massive
exodus mental

i-let-16m.

1974).
al hospitals (Wolpert and Wolpert,

.

-,, olpert,

Most of thE patients in the sample had some after-care ,

arranged for them at the time of discharge (Table 6), so
We are not investigating a group of. people who were
dumped unceremoniously into the community. In most

,;, ,cases the patients are expected to stay out of thahospi-
till, although for some this is purely wishful thinking on ,

the part of the hospital staff. The process of deinstitu..:'
tionalization begins with an evaluation of each Ntient
based on his/her behavior on the ward and during
leaves of absence. The evaluation is used, to determine or
predict' which patients are ready to leave the hospital,
when they should be released, iind what arrangements

iare necessary(' To make a contribution, researchers
should compleMen the decision-making process by
helping the hospital staff predict corP1m unity outcomes.
In the short run, data ,are needed to help the hospital
workers decide whom to release and hoiv" to. schedule

15 21;



TABLE 5. .PATIENTS' LI
AFTER DISCH

SITUATIONS
RGE .

. 4.!* suggested herejs.sti .lar to One descrilied by Altman and

Situation
Immediately After'

Discharge .

Three PIonths,
After Discharge

% #
With nuclear family
With relatives ,

69
3

53.1
2.3

0' 65
7

50.0
5.4

With nonrelativeS 91

(unsupervised) 3.8 3.8
With non relatives

(supervised) 39 ° . 33 25.4
Alone 10.8 `20 15.4

130 - 100.0 130 100.0

`4Taylor (1973)40.their study of interpersonal relation-
ships (Figure 7:(s a'nloctified version of ateiy Model). In
this study,. dajk, Are collected to describe the patients'
situations bell during, and,after IIPSpitalizatton, a
Ott a variety of. ales relatmgstoiesonal, family; neigh
borhood, and, communiy characteristics. 'From such
data,ieleni&ds contributing to, or detracting from a ther,-
apeutie co/mirky were identified. The g'edgkapfiica,1)
eqntribution,to the recuperation process can be sum-
marizecrin.h);.pOthesis.forni as: .

.

Does location In the' colnmwlity, the,patients' resit
---deritiarneighborhoods, have'any influente on out-
come? More van an ecological reli14.'
tionship between neighborh6od haraeteristics
and,recuperation be demonstrated? , .

Doesrelative location,.speeificully distance and tic-
cessitY,ility to the available support systems inthe
community, have any influence,on oulcAnte?-

The datafwere collected, at different time periOdS "(See
Figure .1 irk Chapter One),. and, sources included the

patients'. Medical and psychiatriehistories, aVailable
from ;their tioSpitaPrecordg;',a questionnaire completed .'
by the.ho,4pitztl social. workers describingeuch Pa/ient's
o.ncthe-ward ..attitudes and behavior; a follew-Up ques-
tionnaire completed.by the primary after-c.ate"\yo!-ker in
the community three months after discharge.; and
ety of published sources describingte neighborhood
characteristics, includingair photographs, housing cen-
sus niaterials, topographrc sheets,aricHand use maps
(Smith,,: 1975,a). The data, were ftrstdivi.ded into the
followfrig, groups:

(A) Potentially predictivervariable#
; I) social and psychological,variables.

2) physical, environmental variables, and
(B),,, Descriptive variables (potentizil dependent varia7

bl es). ,
"`.-'

Dat4 in' these categofies were subjected to a-,co'mbinzt-,
don of multidimensional scaling techniques (see Smith;
1975010 reduce them to a smaller number of stable, and
independent underlying dimensions. Table, 7 lists the
dimensions which were identified and gives a verbal'
description of each."
''''fhe technique s used were Lingoes' (1966) Smallest Space Analysis
Ill algorithm. and the Iliertirebical Cluster. Analy.sis (ICLUST) al-

each dimension.
developed by K uJik e (1970). The items, their loadings. on

interested reader may look elsewhere fur further rieViils (Smith.
and the sources, are not. listed in Table 7. hut' the

ource:. Adapted from Smith' (1975a).

.

appropriate living,' working,. and after -care contacts.
. Data ifithis category can be collected before the patients

leaye the 'hospital, but for longer-term predictions data
can also be, obtained' by studying postdischarguout-,
comes.-_*Oeographers. or anyone who wishes to contrib-
ute to':research in this area, should provide more and
better data, for example, about which patients have the
best prognosis for release. More importantly, geogra-
phers should demonstrate that their data offer new per-
spectives to workers in the hospital and the community.
What isnee.ded is either to improve the predictions, to
enable the same predictions to he made from more easily
.accessible sources, or to changethe predictions such that
inforRatiOn..becomes available .in.areas which are more
accessible to' therapeutic...interventions. The need may
notbe for more acetirzite prediCtions, but for predictions
in areas where something can be done easily to change

'the eventual outcome.

The ThetaieuticConinlunity inthe Community

We can assume that patients leaving the hospital are
. best served if their community ;living environment is

therapeutic and conducive to recuperatiOn. For each
individual what is. therapeutic will. he different4o re-
searchers must 'first of all identify the domains Iron;
which data for the independent variables will he col::
lected. For each individual a range of contexts can he
identified and ordered on an ascending scale, namely: I )
personal characteristics including traits, abilities, skills;
and levels of pathology: 2) living sityati'on-L-family
tionshifis and immediate interpersonal contacts: 3)
neighborhood iaracteristics-Ljtio.type of neighborhood,
whether it is urban` or rural, crowded or private, quietor
busy,frie.ndly or.anonymous, and so on: and 4) commu-
nity.supp?)itstfle social, institutional, and cultural sup,
ports zivailtil)le in the community, including employ--
ment, after-care hit), and entertainment. It
reasonable to assume that at each level a number of4,
variables can he identified as potential (contributors to,
the thaapeutic nature of the con)inunity.". The schema

`) It should he elear by now, but in most contexts the community refers
to everything outside the hospital. Community will sometimes be used
in a more restricted sense as the or the part of the iity in %%Inch a
person lives. The meaning should hC.:'N..i.hvions from the context. Fur a
discussion of the concept of a "therapeutic community," see Jones
CI 95,4

lb

TABLE 6. AFTER-CARE ARRANGEMENTS
AT TIME OF DISCHARGE S

. Number Percent

Hospital Social Worker 50 38.5
Public Health Nurse 9 6,9
Private M.D. 3 2.3
Other County Agency

(mental health Centers) 18 13.9
()tilers (e.g. ChriMian Social' Services 9.2
Two or more of the above 33" 25.4
No plan 5 3.8

130 100.0

Source: Adapted from Smith (19754'
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A9JUSTMENT PROCESS

I.SELF7PERCIPTION
2:IMPROVING SKILLS'

AND ABILITIES

3. HELP FROM FAMILY.
AND FRIENDS

4.sur.p,orrIvE
NEIGHBORHOOD

3. SUPPORTIVE
COMMUNITY

IN T E HOUSEHOLD

Figure 7. Contributions to the Therapeutic Community. Source: Adapted from Altman and Taylor (1973 :21);
: .

Selecting a Dependent Variable

For PurpOsesef mental health poliay,a Studs/ or.post
discharge reeil.peration in mental patientS' shOuld pro.
vide results: abdut the number of persons who .-adj4,st to
living in the community 'without returning to-the hospi
tal. Corollary to such a. goal should be the desire' to
identify More humane measures of recuperation, such as
how well 'Or.how poorly such.persons adjust to living in
the communityl.how welltheir symptoms are' kept under
control or diminished; and how well they are able to
support themselves. The follow-Up. 'questionnaire in-

', cluded a number of items which _would provide such-
data, and one W'..k.ch was particularly appropriate for use
as a dependent variable was a five-question scale de-
scribing the patients' adjustments in the iirst three
months after leaving the hospital. (Table 8). Although
scores on the five qpestions were highly intercorrelated,
the major pro.blern' with using adjustment as-a:depen-
dent variable is sel6cting .the cut-off points to dilAdethe
sample into "good" and "not so good" or "poor" ad-
justers. If the meart.score is used, we find that the sample
contain~ fifty-three good adjustets and seventy-seven
poor adjusters",,-iVith the skeW'apparently.Otised by the
mental health' workers' pessimistic (or cautious) oval-

; uations. of how well the patients had adjUsted in the
community. The overall mean score on the scale was

3.86, just short of the "below'aVerage adjustment" point
' on the scale. The workers were asked to evaluate pa-
tients' adjustments in relation only to their previous
performances, but the .tendency remained for cautious
evaluations" (Table 8).

Recidivism, the rrtimber of patients in the Ample who
returned to the hospital,; is a much Is's ambiguouS mea-
sure of recuperation. It is also one.of the most frequently
used measures of success and faildre in 'a community
niental health or deinstittitionalization program, pri
n5arily because it is service-related and can be trans-
ferred easily into economic terms .(see Appendizi ,A).,
There are, howevdr; a number of pyoble,rns involved
with using recidivistnh-lonrecidiViSm as a dependent'Vir,
iable (Bachrach, 1976). In the first place, recidivists rates
can be manipulated upward or downward by policy
direCtives.: Patients in one may be prevented from
returning. iri:albut the most serious cases, hicli is one
way to demonstrate the effectiveness of a 'community
program: Recidivism is also a variable that increases
over't'ime (Figure.8). fifty percent of the recidivajes in
the sample returned to the hospital before threc months
had elapsed. A study of recidivism atthe end of three

. - .

" A mentaf,liaiilth .wOrker -offered one other explanation, that the low
scores reflected hOvv well (or how poorly) former mental patients.
actually adjust in thecommunity: in other tivOrds, most of the.patients .
function very marginally':



Category

TABLE 7. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Dimension Names. Brief Description

f Residential Neighborhood. ComMercial/Industrial
Characteristics Recreational

Close to water
Arboreal

. Low housing density
Overcrowded
Expensive real estate
Transient
Old, and Lonely
Single family uniform housing

the amount of nonresidential land use
the amount of recreational space
proximity to rivers, lakes, etc.
amount of tree cover
amount of space occupied by each housing unit
large families, overcrowded, female heads of household
size, average value, and house layout
amount of through traffic and percent nonpermanent residents
internal density of housing units and age of occupant's
variety in age and type of housing units, uniformity, and per-
cent single family households

Descriptive Variables Symptoms of recuperation'

Employment/Mobility

measures overall community adjustment, degree of symptom
remission, relationships with family since di*charge,,and medi-
cation record
employment record since discharge and ability to move around
in the community

Stress Index Any combination of problem events (see text)
Potentially Predictive.

Variables:
1) Prerelease Predictors

2) Postrelease Predictors

Plans and Abilities

Desire to leave

Institutionalization
Current hospital experience

Family and Living Situation
After-Care

Source: Adapted from Smith (1 5a).

'

patients' abiliiies to use-community resources, awareness of
work-world demands, ability to move around, carry out plans
patients' preference for living in the coMmunIty, missing family
and friends, seeing hospital as a place to get better
time spent in hospital, age and number of admissions
length of most recent hospital episode, and time spent out of
hospital since first admission
size of family, marital status, family's attitude to discharge
contact with major worker, use of facilities, amount of planning
done, type of commitment order, and prognosis

months would have incorrectly classified those patients
who 5,ubsequently returned to, the hospital. RecidivisM
levels off after twelve months, but a ,few patients will
undoubtedlyreturn in the second, third, and subsequent
years (Figure 8; Table 9).

. In the original study both recidivism/and adjustment
were used as dependent variables (see for example
Smith,' I976c), but in. this chapter only the recidivism
measure will be discussed.'5

Predicting Recidivism in.Former Mental Patients: Four
Hypotheses

Building on the discussion begun in the last chapter,
particular attention in this chapter will be given to the
role of geographical variables in predicting recidism
when c,pmpared to psychological, social, and in-
stitutional variables. Nongeographical variables are as
important to a study of "geography and mental health"
as geographical variables, because they are constantly

.obtruding into the investigation. In this discUssion,-how-
ever, we shall consider only two nongeographical con-
texts: the notion of "learned helplessness": (Seligman,
1973:4975) among former mental patients; and the need
to minimize the stressful events encountered in the first
weeks and months following discharge.

" The recidiviShr statistics ,listed in Table 9 raise a number of inter-
esting points. For a further discussion of these points. see Appendix A.
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A stepwise dis4iminant analysis technique was used
to predict recidivism. The technique selected a linear
combination of those variables which maximize the dis-
crimination between recidivates and nonrecidivates in
the sample. From the scores on the variables selected,
each patient can be classified as a predicted returner or
nonreturner, and the accuracy of the results can be
calculated by coMparing the predicted with the actual
classifications (see Smith, 1975a).

Hypothesis ILearned Helplesshess in Former Mental
Patients. For patients to stay out of the hospital after
discharge we can assume that as a necessary but not
sufficient condition they must be willing and able to
make the necessary adjustments. Patients must want to
leave the hospital and must have demonstrated certain
"social competencies" (Zigler and Philips, 1961). Many
mental, patients, perhaps partly as a result of their in-
carceration, believe they-can do nothing to alter their
situation, a concept that has been referred to as "learned
helplessness" by Seligman (1975) and Hooker (1976).16
In times when discharge rates are accelerated, it is pos-
sible that many patients are discharged either against
their will or before they feel ready to leave. In either case
these individuals may want to return to the hospital as
soon as they can. Braginsky et al. (1969) suggested a

I° The c9ncept is related to other similar concepts. including personal
efficacy (Ley, 1975) and the notion of an "internal" as opposed to an
"external" locus of control (Rotten, 1971).
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TABLE 8. THE MEASURE OF* TABLE 9. RECIDIVISM: RETURN TO THE HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT IN A TWELVE-MONTH PERIOD

How well do you think the patient has adjusted in the follow-
ing areas since she/he left the hospital?
Please rate as ,follows:

'2 3
Superior Above Average

Average ,

a. Occupational Adjustment
b. Family Adjustment
c. Interpersonal Relationships
d. Social and Recreational
e. Community Adjustment

4 : 5

Below Very Poor
Average .

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3- 4 5

r2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

Additional Information:
a. Occupational AdjustmentThis should be rated relative to
the patient's past employment record. For example, if a pa-
tient has never worked in the past it is unlikely that he will
now have a full-time job doing productive, work. In some
cases a part-time job in a very shelteted environment repre-
sents a significant achievement for a patient. If the patient has
been used to a full-time job, rate according to the hours per
week, absenteeism, attitude to work, relations with co-workers,
number of job changes, and so on. These same considerations
will apply to a patient who has returned to' school or who is a
housewife. If the patient is retired, disabled, or has never
worked, rate N.A.

b. Family AdjustmentIf the patient has no family or is not
living with them, rate her/his adjustment to the group of peo-
ple she/he lives with. -If the patient lives alone, rate N.A. Con-
sider such questions as: Does the patient help with family
chores, budgeting, shopping, care of the children? Does the
patient meet role expectations (e.g. as a spouse, father, mother,
child, house member etc.)? Is there a record of infidelity, sep-
arations, and so on?

c. Interpersonal RelationshipsConsider such issues as: Is th
patient, isolated or does she/he interact with other people?
Can she7he sustain relationships with rairuly-and friends?
Does she/he entertain friends at home, get along with neighbors,
visit friends, etc?

d. Social and Recreational AdjustmentDoes patient have
hobbies, keep himself occupied, go to parties and other social
activities in which the patient actually participates? How often
does she/he go out willingly? Does she/he actively interest
herself/himself in some recreational activity which involves
leaving the place of residence?

e. Community AdjustmentIs the patient aware of and inter-
ested in community events? Is she/he involved actively in com-
munity activities, church activities, and so on?

. .

similar hypothesis. It is possible that returning to the
hospital may not be a case of learned helplessness, but a
case of learned helpfulness, a goal-oriented strategy de-
signed to ensure a swift return to institutional life.

One of the dimensions that'most closely measures the
patients' willingness and ability to adjust successfully in
the community, which may be thought of as the oppo-.
site of learned helplessness, was called Plans and Abili-
ties. This dimension-predicted outcomes successfully for
forty-five (63.4 percent) of the seventy-one patients in
the sample, a result significant at greater than the ninety-

..

Number Percentage
No Return
9-12 months

66
Il

'50.8
8.4

8-9 months 4 3.0
7-8 months 6 4.7
,6-7 months 1.6
3,6 months 12 9.2
1-3 months 12 9.2
less than one month 17 13.1

130 100.0
Source: Smith (1976a).

*

five percent level (Table 10).",This result lent support to
the hypothesis that desire and willingness Co leave the
host:4a! are important factors in the eventual outcome.
As 61 classification indicates, the.Plans and Abilities
dimension predicted returners more accurately than
nonreturners (25:11 as opposed to 20: 15), which is a
further indication that patients who lacked-the necessary
abilities and desire are the ones most likely to return to
the hospital. Although this suggests that certain pa-
tients, perhaps as a result of years of institutional sup-
port, learn to be more dependent on external than inter-
nal resources, the notion of learned helplessness might
need to be redefined. From an institutional and a so-

0

"The analysis reported on in this section was completed only for
those patients for whom neighborhood characteristics were also avail-
able (n = 71). No significant differences existed on any variables
between these patients and the remainder of the sample (n = 69).

TABLE 10. THE PLANS AND ABILITIES DIMENSION
AND THE PREDICTION OF RECIDIVISM

Items Included in the Dimension Loading
The patient's chances of carrying out

higher plans .72
Ability to use community rather than

hospital resources ..69
Abilik to move around the community

inEependently .68
Patient's interest and involvement in

planning after-care .54
Awareness of the demands of the

work world .53
The patient's plans Tor living in the

community .49

Non returners
Correctly Predicted 20
Indorrectly Predicted 15 _

Total 35
Returners

Correctly Predicted 25
Incorrectly. Predicted II

Total 36

Prediction AccuracjrRate 45/71 = 63.4%, x' = 3.8, p > 95%

Source: Adapted from Smith (1975a).
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cietal viewpoint the helplessness is maladaptive, but
from the individual's perspective it might be,considered
highly adaptive.

Another important consideration arises froin the
data. In an earlier chapter we mentioned that the experi-
ence of mental illness might invalidate totally any infer-
ences made by outside researchers. Recent evidence sug-
gests that mental patients, in at least one major respect,
are similar to the.so-called normal,members of the pop-
ulation. If they set goals for themselves and then try to
achieve those goals, there is some justification for believ-
ing that' mental patients are "just like us only more so."

.The goals may be different but our behaviors usually
represent.serious efforts to achieve whatever we set out
to achieve. Why. would we be surprised to learn 'that
mental patients can decide. on goals for themselves and
then manage their situations to .achieve those goals? As
Braginsky et al: c1969:51-52) have observed, all of us, in

460 450 560

varying degreeS, are able to manage our expressive be-
havior to control the impressions others form of us:

Throtigh selective disclosure of some infprmation ... (it
maybe false) .. . consistent with the character we mean
to sustain for the purpose of an interaction, coupled
with Suppression of information incompatible with that
projection of self, we establish a certain' definition of
ourselves that we .attempt to maintain throughout the
interaction episode (p. 51)

Braginsky went on to suggest that:

If anything, mental patients should be even more inclined
to use this tactic than we are because (1) their objective
situation makes them more dependent on other's for good
outcomes, and (2) they are either in fact, or normatively,
prevented from attaining the outcomes by more direct
means (for example, by simply requeiting permission to
be allowed to go home for the weekend) (p. 52).
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Braginsky argued that the adaptive behavior patients
exhibit in the hospital. is consistent with their, career
plans. In other words, patients who want to continue as
patients will act accordingly. The results presented pro-
vide some support for this argument by showing that
not having the ability, and willingness to make a clean
break with the hospital may seriously- threaten patients'
chances of recuperating in the community. It is impor-
tant to remember that having such abilities does not
automatically mean that patients stay out of the
hospital. It represents at best a necessary condition for
recuperation and in -the next section we shall discuss
some of the variables that appear to be sufficient cogdi-
tions.

Hypothesis 11 Stress Minimization after Discharge.
For living outside the hospital it will be important that
the patients find a relatively stress-free environment as
soon as possible. This may occur if the patients are able
to handle the 'stressful events they encounter, or it may
be that they avoid or are completely sheltered from such
events. The original concept of a therapeutic community
was developed from work inside institutions, where it
was demonstrated that a scientific manipulation of the
environment could help bring about positive behavioral
and emotional changes in patients (Jones, 1953)..13y
creating 'a situation in which patients experience little or
no stress in the early months of residence, then gradually
introducing minor stresses, it was possible to provide a
consistent social structure with minimal information
overload and ambiguou demands. The community out-
side the hostaital is le4 manipulatable than the in-
stitution itself, but the same general principles should
hold true. This study attempted to identify the problem
events that occurred for each patient in thb firstthree
months after discharge (Smith, 1975a). Using a tech-
nique similar to that described by Rahe (1969) and
Holmes and Rahe (1965), an index of stress was calcu-
lated as,a measure of the patient's ability or lack of
ability to cope with the problem events encountered
after discharge.

Using each patient's scoreon the stress index, correct
predictions of eventkial outcome were made for fifty-
nine, (83.1 percent) of the patients in the sample (Table
11). These results support the hypothesis that patients'
abilities to cope with the stresses encountered immedi-
ately after leaving the hospital are an effective predictor
of subsequent recidivism. If-patients can cope with such
stresses they have a better chance of staying out of the
hospital. The task of the hospital and community work-
ers therefore, and also of the patient's family and
friends, is to help the individual find a relatively- tress-
free living environment after leaving the hospital, or at
least an environment where stress can be managed eas-
ily. The problems most frequently encountered by the
patients who returned to the hospital are listed in Table
12, and the information in the table should be useful as
an indicator of the situations patients should try to
avoid when they reenter the community.

Several of the problems identified relate,to the pa-
tients' family situation, notably "serious arguments with
others in the family," "trouble with the childreh," and
"increased strife in married life." AS expected, the role
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TABLE 11. PREDICTION OF RECIDIVISM USING
THE STRESS INDEX

Nonreturners. Returners Total

Correctly Predicted 31 28 59
Incorrectly Predicted 4 - 8 . 12
Total 35 36 ,71 .

Accuracy Rate = 59/71 = 83.1%, x2 = 29.79, p' > 99.9%

Source: Smith (1975a).

of the family is often crucial in determining whether, a
patient adjusts successfully to living in the community
(see for example. Freeman and Simmons, 1963; Wing
and Brown, 1970). Although we shall not spend time
here discussing the role of the patient's family, it is
important to note that the Family and Living Situation
dimension was also a significant predictor of recidivism,.
correctly classifying forty-nine (66.2 percent) of the sev-
enty -one patients. Ttie items-in the dimension were the
size of the family, the patient's marital status, and. the
family's attitude toward the patient's leaving the hospi-
tal. The results of the prediction suggest that if patients
return to live with supportive families, they have abetter
chance of staying out of the hospital. For patients with
no family at all or no supportive family to return to, the
prognosis is less optimistic. s.

Hypothesis III=The NeighOthood as Therapy. Men-
tal patients in general are less mobile than, the average
person in the community.. After being in the hospital,
they may be without a job, without a car, have little
money, and -perhaps have few friends. Consequently,,
they may be forced to spend a large portion of their time
at home and in their own peighborhoods. Recent studies
have suggested that the environmental characteristics of

'TABLE 12. PROBLEM EVENTS (STRESSES)
LISTED FOR RETURNERS

Problem Event

Number of
Times

Mentioned*
Serious arguments with others in the family 30
Prpbleins with alcohol and drugs 19
Going off medication wjthout advice 1'7
Reduction in social and recreational activities 11
Failure in job performance' . 11
Trouble with the police 11
Changes in residence (self-initiated) 10
Trouble with the children 9
Changes of residence (nonvoluntary) 8
Debts past due 8
Increased strife in married life 7
Losing a job 5
Deterioration of fancial status 5
Getting and startigg a new job 4
Serious physical illness 3
Minor illness-recurrent 3
Marital separation 2
Lost contact with an important person 2
Life changes (menbpause) 2

Many patients experienced more than one problem event.
Each event represented a problem of different magnitude
(see text).
Source: Smith (1975a).
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residential neighborhoods haye a significant- influence
on a number of measures of psychological well-being
(Angrist, 1974; Smith, 1976b), and in this study an at-
'tempt was made to detect any such effect on recidivism
among former mental patients. Neighborhoods differ
greatly in appearance and structure. Some are peaceful
and attractive to live in because they may help to create
or provide a therapeutic community. A neighborhood
close to a park might be more conducive to walking
around and relaxing than one bordered by a major
arterial road. As a first step in testing for the existence of
an ecological relationship of this type, it is necessary to
include as independent variables the dimensions describ-
ing the visual and functional characteristics of each pa-
tient's neighborhood in the community.

For each of the seventy-one patients in the sample,
scores on the ten neighborhood dimensions were used to
predict recidivism (Table 7). In a discriminant analysis,
three of the environmental dimensions were selected as
significant predictors (Table 13). The first two, Com-
mercial/Industrial and Transience, describe some visual
and functional charactgristics of the patients' neighbor-
hoods, including-the presence of industrial and corn.:
mercial facilities, high traffic densities, and a higher than
average percentage of nonpermanent residents. The re-
sults suggest that patients living in such neighborhoods
are more likely than others to return to the hospital.
Conversely, neighborhoods with low scores on these two
dimensions may be more conducive to staying out olthe
hospital. It was interesting to note that the items in these
dimensions add visual components to the social dis-
organization hypotheses reported in other ecological
studies (see Fafis and Dunham, 1939). In Chicago,,,far
example, Levy and Rowitz (1973) demonstrated that
admission rates to mental hospitals are highest in tran-
sient neighborhoods. As their study reported:

The four highest admission rate areas in the City. of Chi-
cago .. . are .. . undergoing significant social change
reflected in influx and outflux of people, transiency, signif-
icant urban renewal, changes in racial and ethnic compo-
sition, and high degrees of social disorganization, mani-
rested in less Cohesive communal and family structure .

.(1). 139).

The inclusion of the Old and Lonely dimension in the
discriminant solutiOn was surprising because high scores
on the dimension describe neighborhoods with many
old people and many people living on their own. Such a
neighborhood would not normally be thought of as
therapeutic, but the results indicated that patients were
less likely to return to the hospital, if they had lived in
neighborhoods with high scores on this dimension.° In
other words, living in an. Old and Lonely neighborhood
may have benefited some patients. A neighborhood may
be,Old and Lonely in social or demographic terms, but if
it is not also physically and visually undesirable (for

The most important question following such a suggestion, as Chap-
ter One indicated, would involve "ecological segregation" or "drift-
ing" among, the patients. Do patients with the best prognosis select
neighborhoods most suited to theit needs? In this sample I would
suggest. not, largely because few of the patients changed residences.
Most of them returned to their original residences, and many others
were placed in half-way houses and other'communal settings.

TABLE 13. , THE NEIGHBORHOOD DIMENSIONS
PREDICTING RECIDIVISM

and twilit
Ditirlension Nam

1.

Commercial/Industrial
percentage nonresidential

structures
percentage commercial/

industrial land use
percentage commercial/

industrial in surrounding areas
percentage tralsportation al

land use

Transience
amount of through vehicular photo .59

traffic
percentage houses with boarders census .57
amount of through vehicular land use map .43

traffic

Source Loading

air photo

land use map

land use,map

land use map

.83

.82

.62

.58

Old and Lonely
percentage individuals over

65 years old
persons per unit

:,.,,percentage one-person units

Nonreturners
Correctly Predicted 25
Incorrectly Predicted 10

35

census

census
census

Total

Returners
Correctly Predicted 19
incorrectly Predicted 17

Total le 36

Accuracy Rate = 46/7.1, X2 = 4.26, p > 95%

.71

.61
.57

example with the characteristics Of the Commer-
cial/Industrial and Transience dimensions), it may be a
suitable place for former mental patients to live. To help
explain these findings, the researcher discussed them
with patients and workers in the hospital. One of the
most intriguing suggestions was that Old and Lonely
neighborhoods are fainiliar settings for some mental
patients. They may be places the patients recognize and
even prefer, places, where they are left alone. Everyone
does not share the need to be gregarious, and a neigh-
bdrhood may be more desirable if it provides'a low-key
setting that places relatively few normative demands on
the patient. A hypothesis of this type is consistent' with
findings reported by Freedman (1975) and Fischer
(1976), who have both argued that urban living, con-
trary to most beliefs, Cannot' be linked definitiVely to the
onset.of pathology.

The three environmental dimensions predict which
patients will stay out of the hospital' more accurately
than they predict returners (Table 13). Apparently the
benefits of living in some neighborhoods are substantial
but the disadvantages of living in others are relatively
unimportant. The implication is that living in a quiet
and peaceful neighborhood can be therapeutic but an



ugly and noisy neighborhood can be ignoreceeffectively.
This suggestion is based on' slim evidence but it is,rein-
forced by experiments in cognitiye psychology which
have demonstrated the adaptivenibility of the human
brain to tune in what it needs and to tune out what it
does not (this issue will be discussed further in Chapter
Four). The results reinforce the suggestion[made earlier
that mental patients are "just like us, only more so "'in
that they: respond to pleasing environments positively,
but out of necessity they ignore much that is ugly and
unpleasant. In cities, where large numbers of discharged
mental patients have tended to drift into ghetto areas
(Wolpert and Wolpert, 1974), this conclusion might be
one ray of hope in an otherwise gloomy situation,

An Aside: Checking ,the. Inferences. As discussed in
Chapter One, these kinds of conclusions must be scruti-
nized carefully,. To, argue for a geographical cohtribu-
tion to the study of recidivism in former mental patients,
we, must find out if the geographical predictions add to
Our knowledge about the dynamics of community ad,:
justment. Do such predictions improve the overall abil- Accuracy Rate 47/77 = 66.2%, x' = 7.01, Sig > 99%.
ity to predict? they add any new information which

Source: Adapted from Smith (1'975a).

TABLE 14. FINAL PREDICTIONS USING THE THREE
NEIGHBORHOOD DIMENSIONS, FAMILY AND-

LIVING SITUATION, AND PLANS AND ABILITIES
Dimension Selected in

Overall Prediction d2" F Statistic ,significance

Family and Living Situation .34 5,89 99%
Old and Lonely .51 4.33 99%
Commercial/Industrial .69' 3.88 99%

(12 = Mahalanobis distance measurement
Overall Classification

Nonreturners
Correctly Predicted' 21

Incorrectly Predicted 14

Total 35

Returners
Correctly Predicted 26
Incorrectly Predicted 10

Total 36

was not availab e previously? Do they change the inter-

, shown to influence a measure of well-being in former
mental patients. Alhough Much work needs to be done
to corroborate and validate these findings, it appears
that even without data on a patient's diagnosis, progno-
sis, treatment, after-care, and family situation, it is pos-
sible to predict community outcomes significantly. More

cussed previously, namely Plans and Abilities and the important than the predictions themselves are their im-
Fainily and LiVing Situation.' With all .the dimensions plications. From these reisults a case can be made for
used as independent variables, the patient's Family and including environmental considerations in the discharge ,Living Situation is still the major predictor, but Plans decision-making process. A Major' advantage of such a
and Abilities is not included in the discrimination (Table conclusion is that a patient's living situation is-often one14). Two of the residential dimensions, Commer- of.the easiest. variables to manipulate. In the spirit of
cial/Industrial and Old and Lonely are also included in preventhre mental health care,:it is more ptaCtical and it
the final discrimination, but the Transience dimension is may ultimately prove more effective to change an indi-
excluded; Neither dimension improves' the overall per- vidual's living situation, than to fight the long. uphill,
centage of correctly predicted cases, but their effect is battle of therapy designed to improve a patient's coping
not entirely subsumed by the Family and Living Sit,ua- skills.
tion -dimension. Intuitively this finding suggests that Although the geographical data do not improve the

,

both environmental dimensions describe influential. overall predictions; they offer some different solutions.
characteristicS, stressful -in. the case of Commer- The three environmental dimensions, Corn:
cial /Industrial, and supportive in the case of Old and mercial/lndustrial, Transience, and Old and Lonely,
Lonely. Patients who' do not_have a supportive family produced slifferent types of predictions from those of
might benefit front Irving in a low-key neighborhood of t either theFamily and Living Situation or Plans and
the type described by the Old and Lonely dimension. Abilities. As mentioned earlier, the environmental mea-

In one sense these were disappointing results for geog- sures were more successful in predicting nonreturners
raphers because it proved impasible,,to improve the the hospital (twenty-five correct, ten incorrect) than re-prediction made by the Family and 'Living Situation turners (nineteen correct, seventeen incorrect). The
dimension. On the other hand, it was encouraging to be structure of these predictions was similar to those pro-
able to predict almost equally well from vastly different duced by the Family and Living. Situation dimension
data sources, especially as some of those sources include (twenty-eight correct, seven incorrect for nonreturners;
variables that are not usually considered in a study of and nineteen correct,' seventeen incorrect for returners).
this type. The results suggested that spatial variations in The Plans and Abilities dimension, on-the other hand,
the characteristics of residential neighborhoods can be was more successful in predicting returners to the hOspi-

tal, but in the final prediction, when this dimension
dropped out, there was still a marked improvement inThis final predittive model can be called the "ecological" model
the prediction of returners. It is evident that a combina-because it includes independent variables from radically different data

sources. The stress index is not included as an independent variable tion of the items included in the two environmental
because the influence is so strong. dimensions (Commercial/Industrial and Old, and

nal structure of the predictions? It is possible that the
influences of the geographical. i3riables are over=
shadowed or even subsumed by psychological and inter-
personal variables.

To answer such questions, a final set of predictions
was 'completed, using as independent variables all ten
neighborhood dimensions and the two dimensions dis-

C



Lonely), plus the items in Family and Living Situkttion
dimension, gives a more baytnCed overall prediVtion.
Withot.Q attempting a detailed explanation of such a
result, itlis sufficient to note that the ecological model of
recidivism gives significantredictions for both groups.
Such results might ultimately prove to be more useful in
helping bah the returners and the nonreturners in their
attempts tet adjust to living in the community. In case
the reader feels the optimiSm suggested in these con-
clusions represents a geographical fallacy,'it is impoe
taht to discuss one final set of geographical hypotheses.

Hypothesis,IVRecidivism and Accessibility. The re-
organization of mental health service delivery in most
areas of the United States has involved a decentral-
'ization and regionalization of facilities. Going hand in
hand with the reorganization is a strong belief that the
use of community mental health facilities, and presum-
ably also their effectiveness, is influenced-by geograph-
ical factor§, primarily distance and accessibility. Close-
ness to the facilities and a high level of personal mobility
should be related to nonrecidivism in the sample of
former patients. Presumably spatially isolated patients
will benefit less from the community supports available,'
and they might be higher risk candidates for returning,to
the hospital. It .is also possible that location relative to
the hospital itself plays a role in determining patients'
outcomes. As Smith (1976a) has noted, results from the
available literature are equivodal. Closeness to the hos-
pital may encourage recidivism, and it may also in-
fluence the hospital staff to release a patient sooner than
would be 'normal for someone living farther away. If the
distance and relative location hypotheses cannot be sup-
ported, some-important conclusions can be made, both
for geographers and for 'mina' health-planners, about

'the future location of edmmunity
Most of the patients who leave the hospital are re-

ferred for after-Care in the community (see Table 6): The
facilities for the patients in this sample affe located in the
downtown areas of three Michigan cities, Jackson, Ann

Arbor, and Ypsilanti, and also at the hospital iLelf.
Each patient is referred either to one or more of the
facilities provided in the city closest to the patient's
home, or to the outpatient unit'in the hospital. For each
individual in the sample two measures were used, dis-
tance from the residence to the State hospital, and dis-
tance to the downtown area of the closest city. The two
measures represent the distance in miles the patient must
travel to receiveafter-care treatment (see Smith I 976a).

In no instance could it be demonstrated that either
measure.of distance influenced recidivism in the sample.
No significant differences on any of the dimensions
(Table 7) could be detected betweett patients who lived
close to the facilities and patients who lived far away.
Furthermdre, neither of the distance measures contrib-
uted to the prediction of recidivism in a "piece-wise"
regression analysis. It is difficult to argue from these
results that location relative to the 'distribution of after-
care services has an important influence on recidivism.
Similar results were found when the adjustment measure
was used as 'a dependent variable, which indicates that
distance does not appear to be an important determi-
nant of either the use or the effectiveness of after-care
facilities. To contribute in this area, geographers might
need to consider variables other than distance andacces-
sibility, including the mobility of former patients, the
use patterns for different types of facilities, and the
quality of the services offered in various kications. The
findings reported in the previous section suggested that
location per se, may be of importance in influencing,
recidivism, b'itt distance and relative location appear to
have little or no influence. From results of this type it is
difficult to argue for a further decentralization of mental
health facilities in southeastern Michigan, and it is even
possible that a duplication of facilities in the neighbor-
ing cities of Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti is economically
wasteful. A conclusion of this type supports the sugges-
tion made by Wolpert et al. (1975), that a further dis-
persal of satellite mental health centers is unjustified.
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III. LOCATION AND WELL-BEING: SOME FURTHER
EXPLORATIONS5

You cut down elm trees to make institutions for the people
who went crazy becaUse you cut down elm trees.

AJames
Thurber

The Geography of Need Satisfaction

The results of the recidivism study suggested that data
describing the characteristics of the patients' residential
surroundingi could be used to preslict which of them
would stay out of the hospital. More generally we might
consider the possibility that various elements of the
physical environment can be related to human well-.
being. To what extent do where we live, where we work,
and where we go for our vacations contribute to tfre way
we feel? Is it possible to demonstrate that spatial varia--
tions in environmental characteristics contributeto well-
being? If the answer to this last question is affirmative,
as Many people argue, the next line of investigation
might be an attempt to ,discover why such relationships
exist (Saarinen, 1976; Lynch, 1972; Somme41974; Alt-
man, J97,5). Why, in the study reported in Chapter Two
(or example, would Mental patients find some residential
neighboghoods more therapeutic than others? And more
important still, can these results be generalized to "nor-
mal" members of the population ?. -An: uncontroversial
answer to the first question would be:that variations
in physical settings help or hinder -the satisfaction of
human needs. In other words, where mental patients live
helps, to satisfy some of their needs: A rural setting
might satisfy the desire for peace and quiet, whereas an
urban setting satisfies the desire for excitement or anon-

.ymity. As the discusSion in Chapter One has indicated,
'in a test for such a relationshi earchers must try to

."isolate the effects of 'certain envi onmental influences
from other potential influences at th personal and inter-
personal levels. To test for a re ationship between
urbanization and mental illness for xample, we would
need to control all potential influences on .mental illness
other than population size. Unequivocal results from
such a study might alloW researchers to suggest that
living in small, towns is more beneficial tan living in
large towns, and that, on balance, more needs are satis-
fied than are thwarted. In this chapter we shall begin
with a discUssion of the types of needs that ought to be
considered, and how to conceptualize geographical re-
search on human needs.

The needs that might be satisfied or thwarted by envi-
ronmental characteristics are many, as Alexander (1969)
has noted, and some categorization is imperative.20 Cal-

,
7O The term "environmental characteristics" in this context refers
mainly to the physical parameters of an individual's surroundings.

houn (1970) -felt that some needs are primarily self-
centered, in that they help bring a sense of wholeness to
an individual's life; the needs for survival, security, trust,
belonging, choice,.and personal identity are examples..
Other needs are More related to the wholeness of the
individual's surroundings, and these could include the
ease of cognitive 'interpretability, or "legibility" to use
Lynch's (1961) term, visual aesthetics, pleasure, chal-
lenge, mystery, cpmplexity, and spaciousness. There is
considerable ovilap between the items in these two
categories, which suggests that a cohtribution to the
wholeness of an individual's surroundings would also
contribute to personal feelings of wholeness. For this
reason researchers who have studied human needs have
traditionally fallen back on variations of Maslow's
(19468) hierarchy of needs,_as a classification device. Cal-
houn (1970), for example, related a Maslow-type hier-
archy of needs to different scales of human activity, as a
tool for evaluating the d ree of frustration or satisfac-
tion resulting from ". . . be g embedded in theenviron-
ment and participating in it ' (p. 18). Calhoun added
two components to the tra tional Maslow hierarchy,
namely, cognitive and aesthetic needs, and the need for
challenge and exploration, both of which are presum-
ably sought after the individual has achieved "self-ac-
tualization" (Figure-9). In a hierarchy organized devel-
opmentally or temporally, this may be a questionable
addition because so 'few people ever reach the stage
Maslow called self-actualization. It is also possible that
many people reach out for' aesthetic and exploratory
peaks long before they come close to self-actualization."

Calhoun's "levels of environment" axis begins with
an all-encompassing item called "nature," and then
shifts to' an ascending spatial scale ranging from "self"
to "vvori,d,' on the assumption that:

Some social,or demographic measures can also be used as surrogates.
for .physicarcharacteristics, for example, the average income of resi-
dents in any neighborhood, which is usually related to the average size
of the houses.
7' Such reaching out could also be considered the alternative to self-
actualization, sought because we realize self-actualization is an impos:
sible goal. We have here an example of needs "leapfrogging," ex-
emplified by the "Evel Knievel syndrome." See for example S. Z.
Klausner (ed.), Why Man Takes Chances (New York: Anchor Books,
1968). particularly pp. 49 -58, "The Last Blue Mountain,". by C. S.
Houkon..
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Figufe 9. Env'rOnment-Needs Matrix. Sour& Adapted
from Calhoun (1970:15).

Beyond himself each individual usually becomes, in-
volved in a series of increasingly more complex levels of
social environment extending from the family to the
world at large (p. 12).

Calhoun assumes that developing individuals gradu-
ally move up the scale ,and at each level can be found
striving to satisfy their personal needs in more broadly
defined spatial domain's. The scherna can also be applied
to environmental policy making if each cell in the
needs/environment' matrix is related 03 a different set
of policy recommendations. Architects or designers
would need to translatbCalhoun's environmental levels
into spatial domains, such as dwelling units and neigh-
borhoods, and then consider how the different needs
suggest criteria for creating a more livable physical envi-
ronment. Table .15 lists some of the design concerns in
these two spatial domains, but as the reader can observe,
the "needs" are slightly different from. Calhoun's. Un-
4pubtedly in the near future some geographers will have
opportunities to investigate the physical parameters that
influence the satisfaction of human needs. As a starting
point it is important, therefore, to consider the issue of
needs from the viewpoint of individual expectations and
aspirations. A familiar ''context for geogr.aphers is the
spatial choice mechanisms associated with selecting a
new residence (Moore, 1972). Traditionally this work
has used questionnairedata, but there are opportunities
for unobizave work, as the following case study in-,
dicates.

ACaseStudy:BuyingandSellingA 1 Aghborhood

When realtors'advertise a property they try to en-
hance the good points and minimize the not-so-good.
Much of the selling strategy concentrates on the residen-
tial unit, but ofteri a description of the neighborhood
characteristics is thrown in for good' measure. In these,
cases the information may be spatially bounded, de-
scribing, for example, the view from the kitchen window
or the range of recreational facilities nearby. In other
cases the information may be ai,patial, describing the
security or the type of neighbors potential buyers might
expect to find. The infor ation varies with the type of
unit being sold, with th come and age group of the
prospective buyers, and with the location of the prop-
erty. Nevertheless, the descriptions used in advertising
residential property give some indication of how realtors,
expect the property to enhance the quality of an rtidivid-

. ual's life. As in most advertising; the descriptions repre-
sent an idealized picture but, we can assume they are
based on elements of truth, embellished in varying de-
grees by subjective evaluations.

To investigate this idea further, the real estate pages in
a sample of Sunday newspapers were scrutinized (Smith,
I976c). All housing advertisements were subjected to a
content analysis, but only statements pertaining to the
neighborhood were considered. No attempts were made
to define "neighborhood,"-but.it became apparent that
any information which did not specifically describe the
residential unit or the apartment complex should be.
considered. In general the search was for the adjectives
and phrases used to describe the area in which the units
were located. From the content analysis, a list of de-
scriptive. neigltborhood featUres was generated and a
small sample of them is reproduced (Table 16). The
descriptions can be related to a variety of different needs
and desires_ which would appeal to potential buyers, and
some of these are also listed in the center column of
Table 16. To organize the list of features and their
related needs, the information is categorized hier
archically along the lines suggested by Maslow(1968). It
is not possible to defend rigorously the categorization
shown in the illustration and there is no hid evidence to
link the items with any of Maslow's needs. Each of the
described features could be related to the satisfaction of
more than one need, so the table should be viewed only
as a way of making sense out of a large and diverse set of
needs.

In selling a property we can assume that realtors'
would like potential buyers to believe that living in a
certain neighborhood would be beneficial in a number
of ways. To substantiate their claims, realtors appeal to
some of the needs which might be satisfied if buyers
choose, a realtor's property. In this way realtors
actively sell the neighborhood, even though they may
own only one or two of the residential units. The appeal
to different types of needs was recently investigated in
another study in which a number of realtors were asked
to describe the sales tactics they would normally use in
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TABLE 15. HUMAN NEEDS AND THg PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
v Needs = Dwelling Units ---WegRcrhood

Relatedness
"Love"

Transcendence
--Sex

Responsibility
for and care
of others

Safe and suitable designs for
old and yfung people, provi-
sion of "normal" amenities

Segregation for vehicular traffic
noise, and pollution; safe and f.
suitable for the old and young

Respect for
others

Possibility for personal
privacy

Aildial and visual privacy for etch
unit; respect for, the wishes otothers

Knowledge of Possibility for family and
others group gatherings `

ReprOduction Privacy; pleasant and/or
stimulating design; waterbeds?

. ..

Clubs, sports centers, meeting

Massageparlors, sauna baths,
"singles only" apartments, meeting

laces

Children's
Ai education

Audial and visual shelter;
separate spaces for studying

Schools, churches, librariesjiplay
areas

Material objects
and arts

Individual space for family
members , ,

Clubs, hobby workshops, exhibition -

space

Ideas Privacy to thinliand read
in quiet

Rootedness

Sense of
Identity

Frame of
Orientation

Libraries,. schools

Brotherliness/
Sisterliness,

Place and space for
meetings, parties, discussion

Integration of ainerent types of
people; community centers

Individual
Personality

ThoUght
System

Have alterations to suit
personality

Space to study and think;
/ "quiet"rooms

Development of democratic organ-
izations, formation of lobby groups

Theater, concerts, libraries,,
universities

Devotion Cherished artifacts, trophies, Churches, football stadiums,
objects paintings prestige buildings

Source: Adapted from Misra (1970), as reproduced and adapted in Levi and Anderson (1975).

selling two identical houses in different parts of the city
(Smith and Giles, 197.5). The results of the study in-
dicated that sales tactics are based, at least partly, on a
subjective evaluation of how the neighborhood will ca-
ter to the needs of potential buyers. It was interesting to
note that realtors- adopted significantly different strate-
gies for selling urban fringe properties than within-city
properties. The results of the study suggested that buy-
ers in the different locations expect their houses and
neighborhoods to cater to different needs, and that the
sellers are able to perceive such differences.

What can we learn from such investigations? When
we buy a property'we also get a piece of a neighborhood.
We expect to like living in the neighborhood and we
hope to benefit from it. Residential neighborhoods can
cater to needs at many different levels (as Table 15
suggests). Some may only -satisfy Maslow's "low" level
needs for safety and security, but others may also offer
"higher" level need satisfaction, such as an aesthetically
pleasing environment or the opportunity to enhance
one's individuality. A neighborhood catering -to awide
range of needs, particularly those "higher" in theier-
archy, should provide a more therapeutic and hu ane
living environment. To test' 'such a hypothesis it w
be necessary to find out whether the neighborhoods live
up to buyers' expectations. Undoubtedly, in many cases
we would find that the seller exaggerated the benefits
and the buyer2underestimated the disadvantages. A sub-
division outside Ann Arbor, for example, may be re-
ferred to as ". . paradise somewhere west of De-
troit . ." which of course it is, but it is other things as
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well! An apartment complex in Norman, Oklahoma
might feature ". . beautiful lotssurrounded by large
trees and rolling hills . . .," both of which are rare com-
modities in central Oklahoma. Realtors' are 'skillful at
making something unpleasant sound like something tol:
erable or even desirable. An apartment complex in Dal-
las, at the junction of two interstate highways, can be
&scribed with complete honesty as "conveniently, lo-
cated, with four-lane access in every direction." After
buyers move in they may find that the advertisements
were 'illusions, that the neighbors are not so friendly
after all, and that the view is not nearly so attractive on a
dull day. For reasons such as these, neighborhood sell-
ing tactics only approximate the actual benefits one
might find in living in a particular location. Never-
theless, they provide an informal guideline and they give
some indication of the visual, and functional attributes
of residential neighborhood and the needs to which
those attributes are related.,

Research on Human Needs

If geographers interested in mental health problems
are to pursue the idea of need satisfaction, they must
overcome a number of problems. The major issues in-
clude the choice of. a conceptual framework and the
measurement of the different needs. One solution, sug-
gested by. French et al. (1974), involves a simple supply
and demand model for investigating situations of per-
son/environment interadions. French conceptualized
the "fit" between individuals and their immediate envi-
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ronrnents in terms of personal "dernands"-that need to
be met by environmental "supplies;" and environmental':
"demands" that need to be met by personal "supplies."
If we can measure both types of demands and supplies
on the same scale, we can assess the discrepancies with'
relatiye ease. As an example, French et al. (1974: 317)

.quote'the case of an office secretary looking for a new
job, 'where:

the excessive environmental demand for typing speed.'
compared to the secretary's typing ability can be quan-
tified in terms of words, per minute. .

Frendh then proceeds to describe:. sbrne.-,Of, the major
dimensionsof mental health;..concepmsuch as "contact
with reality," "accessibility to the self, " 'and "defense
mechanisms," in terms .of.'the supply and :demand
model. In a more specifitally geographical context, we
might consider the following application of thitanodek,
individuals living, in high density settings may have,
strong desires int. privacy, but at the same time they may
rear cutting themselves off too much from other people
(see also Altman,, 1976).22

manyIn Many ways. the model described iri,Footnote 22 is
.attractive. It is simple and in a planning context it sug-
gests straightforwardly that researcher's try to identify
situations of poor fif betWeen persons and enViron-
Ments, and then suggest how the fit.Can be improved. In
the privacy example it might .he preferable: to train
people to live in more crowded situations by working on.
individual problem solving andCommunication skills.
In the short run'; however, an ,easier and more effective
channel of intervention would..bean environmental ma7
nipulation such as a physicalrelocation or a change in
building design.

" This situation can be reported objectNely and subjectively as fol-
lows:

A) the objectively measured environmental supply of privacy = E°.
Priv.:the objectively measured amount of privacy required = P°
priv. The objective person-environment fit (F° priv.) is the differ-
ence between the environmental supply and the person's needs,
thus: F° priv.. = (E° priv. P priv,).

B) for any number of reasons. including incorrect information,
distorted perceptions, personal characteristics, or societal
norms, individuals' subjective reporting of the supply and de-
mand. for privacy (E" priv. and P° priv.) may be different from
their objective reporting, thus: P priv. (E° priv. P priv.),
and F" priv. r< F" priv.

Using this natation, Jahoda's (1458) mental health concepts in the
'contex,} of privacy.can be expressed as follows:

I) Contact with realityhow closely the subjective report of the
amount of privacy fits reality (R). or R = (E° priv. E" priv.).

2) Accessiklity to, the selfthe accuracy of the subjective report
about the amount of privacy needed (A) or A = (I)" priv. P"
priv. -).

3) Psychological strain, or lack of adjustmentwill be indicated by
negative-value of P priv.

4) CopingimPlies changing the supplies or demands of the objec:
live environment (A P" priv.) or the abilities of the person, for
example. the individual learns to handle interpersonal conflicts

priv.).
5) EnvironMental masteryimplies a manipulation of the environ-

ment, for example, the use of props to create a barrier, of the
shutting out of some aspects of theenVironment E° priv.):

in a recent conversation with Grady Clayltuthor of Close-Up: How
to Read the American ity,(1973), we decided that- the ability to ignore,
or not to see, much of what is bad anAgly in the urban landscape is a
common trait. We coined the term "landscape scotomas.to describe
such adaptive (or maladaptive) behavior.

f

Geographers interested in hospatial variations can
contribute tp the satisfaction of human needs might,

..attempt to identify the visual and functional character-
istics in each of the different subspaces, or "neighbor-
hoods." The characteristics,.or to use French's term the

' "environmental supplies," could be ascertained from
ava able data sources such,:as. the housingc.census, air

ographs, or Landsat ittagery?
e' major problemswould be encountered'in trying

to flhd a list of environmental characteristics that might
be related to the satisfaction of different humagneeds;
in defining the list of needs to be studied; and in rheasur-
ing the needs, particularly to reflect the differences be-
tween the objective and subjective elements: In sum, the
enormity of such an endeayor might prove to be over-
whelming. The constraint of measuring environmental
supplies and personal needs on the same scales would
have to be relaxed, and it is evident,at certain needs,
for example the

to
for personal identity, would not

conform easily to an empirical study. Certain useful and
reliable instruments are aVairtible for measuring some of
the items that are related to fitiman needs, such as inter-
personal trust' (Rotter, 1971), personal efficacy and the
internal/external locus of control (Rotter, 1966),
learned helplessness (Seligman, 1975), the desire 'OF aes-'
thetically pleasing surroundings (MCKechnie, 1970),.
and the need for complexity and mystery in the physical
environment (Kaplan, 1974). In other research contexts
human needs have been ftated to the physical charac-
teristics of different living environments. In AppleYard
and. Lintell's (1972) study, for example, traffic densities
were found to be related to the development and mainte-
nance of cotiffnunitY, interaction and the level of envi-
ronmental awareness. Hammerfnan (1974) investigated
the Ormation of neighborhood lobby groups, which to
some extent can ye considered as surrogates of the need
for affection and belonging, and found that, the most
Coherent and eventbally the most successful groups were
developed in'the most' aesthetically pleasing neighbor-
hoods.

Perhaps the best known studies that have attempted
to -understand the relationships between human needs
and the physical environment are crowding and density
studies (see for example Stokols, 1973; Freedman,
1975). In recent years, a vast amount, of time and effort
has been directed to studies in this area, and the results
to date have been equivocal, with perhaps an overall
indication that crowding is related only very weakly to
pathology (Fischer, 1976; Fischer et al., 1975).

There would appear to be adequate Opportunities for
geographers to delve deeper into the nature of the rela-

" Thus, for the visual and functional cliaracteristics (C1°) in each of
the different neighborhoods l,n) I through 'n', the overall charac-
teristics (a through z) would be defined as:

C1° 7- 7Z (C,,°,'Cb":'Ce°, Ce. C.'
e.For any resident (j) in a neighborhood (i), a subjective analysis of the

neighborhood's charaeteristics (C1°)' might prlaiiide completely differ-
ent, data (C10 * CI "). The total seg of demands or needs of each
individual (with N° and N° representing the objective and subjective
estimations of need) would be confposed of h summation of the many
different needs described earlier

(n1",. n,°. n30, n,,"^) and I (n1°, n").
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TABLE 16. SELLING NEIGHBORHOODS ACCORDING TO HUMAN NEEDS
Examples,9f Neigh bo rhood-

DeserIptionsin Advertisements Related Needs and Desires Maslow's Needs
"finest shopping dose to Detriiit" c omy, Accessibility

. . "competitive.rehts" Spaciousness, Recreation,
' :i"only 42 minutes from New York City via<New Cot enience

Jersey Turnpike"
"save a fistful"
"on a clear day you can see Big Boy"

. "Fox Briar Estates is trees, trees, trees... is Edmond
Schools ..."

"great place to brigs up the kids"
"safe streets, safe1115ghborhoocr
"to keep you from turning green a 24 hqur,security

patrol and staffed gatehouse".

3. "avriique community, friendly neighbors"
"creeks and wooded cliffs"
"rambling stone walls and open Meadows ...

Canadian geese and clear skies"
"rustic elegance ...On a Sundayafternoop you see

more horses than cars"

4.
. .

"prestige living in the fashionable sixties" (New
York City)

"we only look expensive"
"qualityquality . .. and then soine"
"dream neighborhood ... luxurious"

5. "live in a real.townbome community, initown ... in
Dallas' prestigious eclectic neighborhood"

"avoid hduses built in patterned conformity"
"the best of everything"
"where you would like to spend the rest of your

Security, Safe for
Children, Privacy

6

Sense of CoMmtin. ,

Neighborliness,',f0endship,
_

. Trust, Close. to N`to
Aesthefics .

Physiological/Ecological

Safety/SecUrity

Luxury, Quality,
Status, Elegance,
Excitement -

Individuality,
Distinctiveness

' Affection /Belonging

tsteemildentity

Self-actualization.

tionships between perSons and their environmental set,
tings..,.In the ,context of mental :patients4ying in the
community, we still need to answer many questions, and
the answers can come only from rigorous.and painstak,
ing study. in the meantime, it is advisable to consider
other possible explanations for environmental in-
fluences on measures 'of mental health. FolloWing -the
suggestidns in the Introduction for geographers to
sharpen their skills as describers, prescribets, and per -
haps explainers., it is appropriate to consider some of the
social and institutional tYarriersto the maintenance of
mental health in the community. We wopld commit a
series of fallaCies, both geographical and psychologital,
if ye, clic) 'not consider coMmupity attitudes and the role

' of public acceptance and rejection 'in the treatment of
mental illness.

The Geography of Social Inclusion and Exclusion

The award-winning magazine, Texas Monthly, carried
a story about Texas Governor Dolph Briscoe in its
February 1976 edition. The story added fuel to the per-
vasiVe rumors about Governor Briscoe's mental health,
suggesting that.he'

I) periodically suffers from severe bouts of depres-
sion;

2) between 1968 'and 1972 underwetit psychiatric'
treatment several times;

'3) during hislerm of Office continued to receive Such
treatment at an out-Of-state medical facility; and

4) is habitually maintained on Mood-regulating.
drugs."

The author of the article mentioned at the end that
,Briscoe's problems should be kept in perspective:

Psychiatrists estimate that 15% of thg,American people
suffer from various types of me'dicaliyil'eciegnikable de-
pression. Though the electoRte has' aiato khow if a
public'servant is unWell-:-and aright tti teave straight
answers when it asksthere is t growiikawareneSs that
psychiatric care should not, by itself; 'e 4 cause for
shame (G. Smith, 1976: 87). .

: .
Mental illness should not be ,a cause for shame, but it

usually is,.and one wonders why the story was'written if
the author believed his last,statement:°rhe Governor of
Texas is a special case, Witt the story indicates how
difficult it is for persons to slough off the .stigny of once
being labeled mentally ill. Stigma adds an extria dimen-
Sion to the problems encounter4by someone suffering
ffom mental illness; and in this section we shall -in-'
vestigate the nature and consequences of stigma; 'We.

- ,
"There is no way of estimating what' percentage of the population
could also be accused on any or all,of these four counts. The story is
similar to those about Thomas Eagleton in 1972,..with the cv.:cption
that Briscoe is already in office. For an unusual and bortif ing account
of the Eagleton affair, see H unter S. ThoMpson, Fear and Loathing or!
the Campaign Trail, 1972 (New York: Popular Library; I 'PI)
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shall observe that stigma is more than just a problem for
the mentally ill and other "undesirables." In a -More
general sense, stigma is also the foUndation for-a system

of human`classification ghat plays an important rolein
. regulating interpersonal behaVior, and one that may
also prove to be important in social geography ada key
mechanism influencing mobility and .patterns of.SPatial

To begin a discussion or the geography of inclusiOn
and exclusion,)it is important to consider three general

..questions:. ,

1) What is stigma and what influence does it have on
the social and spatial dimensions of interperSonal
behavior? .

2) How do groups and communities (the public)'
View stigmiiied individuals and facilities, and in
what vvayslINO public attitudes vary across space!?
and through time?

3) What types of institutional and community treat-
ment are available for stiginatized personS; aria
how are recent shifts in .public policies likely to
alter the ProvisiOn of care for,the mentally ill (or
other:.stiamatized groups)?

The Nature of Stigma: Those Who Can, Do . . . Those
Who Can!t . .

. With this world being such a complex place to live in,
it became necessary long ago ,for peOple to categorize the
animal, vegetable, and mineral phenomena all 'around.
them. Categorization a normal human activity that
makes tlieworld smallegi tidier, and easier to corm:ire-
hend.'Categories hefp;uS loCiite,in our heads the objects

/. and concepts important in our everYday lives, and to
separate them from others that are redundant. For geog-
raphers, categorizatiOn of places has been a normal
activity, and by adding humarf beings into, the cate-
gorization,we, have been able to divide up thet,.%crrld into
places Fpntain'ing people like us,-nd people not likeos.
Or, using geographical analogies', the categories may be
distance- based, such as near and far; center and peg-

)
iphery; city and suburb: :!

There are many.- possible based for social cate-
, ',O,Orization, but one which has been more pervasive than

:based on` rneaSures- of dbility,,,In
any setting are literally those who can and those
who can'tthe apt and the: inept..One. of the more
interesting dictionary definition's of ineptitude is "out of
place," and if we assume that 'society has an Obligation
td find a place for the inept person, two different tactics
are available, namely inclusionand exclusion. Inclusion
its common to many social systems: It involves a variety
of devices .to protect and shelter the inept members Of
the group. Social,clubs,- trade Onions, and university
tenure systems, are jxamples :,of inclusioliary devices..

" Exclusion is normally, reserVed for the more:Mept,rnerr7
ber's of any group, the mentally ill, the retarded, and
least, desirable of all: the criminals. People in,, these
groups may not necessarily lack education, or skills, but

'they lack the important ability to be "jest like us. .Their
difference demands that they be kept separate, from us.
They canb4 Coinpletely excluded by institutionalization;

or, in less extreme cases, the old, the poor, and the
ethnic minorities Cali be excluded-by a yarietyor stibtle
and,n0t7so-subtle means such'as poor hits services, six-.

lane expressways, and high.interest rates on, mortgages.
EXclusion is normally far Less humane as a !Orin of

societal action than inclusion, but the reasons for in./
elusion and exclusion are similar°, only the means differ.
The inept are included to provide:protection for them-
selves, to protect others from them;, and to enhance the
self-esteem of the includers by making them (orlus) look ..

favorable in comparison to theacludees (Goode; 1967).

The major.difference between inclusion and exclusion as
devices ,tor handling, the inept is that we include to

Oassuage bur guilt, whereas exclusion usually makes our
guilt greater. Recent. trends in 'the institutional policies
of state mental health and corrections department have
involved efforts to include previously excluded person§
by rehabilitating-them, finding them a place.in the com-
*Unity, and perhaps most important of all, helping to
01,114, e Our guilt about all the years of exclusion and

? cdnflnement. .,,,,.

'''' Ineptitude maj) be a quantitative handicap. If persons
are only a little inept they may not be stigmatized, but
high, levels 'of ineptitude can usually be dealt with, only
by. exclusion. It is also possible that certain, types of
stigma are not related to ineptitude in terms of abilities,
but are definitely related to ineptitude defined as !'outeof
place" and "different." Facial abominations, b4ar e b'e.,

(1963) has observed, such' characteristics facili to the
havior, and thievery are unacceptable, and as Go man

formation of negative attitudes. When these attitudes
obtrude onto a relationship, stigma is present and is
acting as a strong categorization device. On first contact
with another person, We normally establish a schema of
expectations by imputing certain ;values onto that per-
son. Normally We definOhe imputed values by what we
want the other person td be, in other wordsob 'what we
expect them to be. Their actual.values, skills, and char-
acteristics may fall short of the imputed and stereotyped
values; In the case of mentally illpersons. the credibility: :

gap is caused in part by a 'fear of unPredicta n'd
potentially dangerous behavior. Whether ' 'tal'
ntients.actually are dangerous-is unimportant use
the stereotypes are strong enough to inhibit social inter -
actioh. Most people are unwilling to enter rela-
tionship with astigmatized person, a tactic which s ryes
to perpetuate the Stereotype. Stigma therefore impli sap.
unwilliingness to..come cldser -to other people in a sy-
chological sense and, literally, in a spatial sense. Stigma
is an unwritten language, embodied sometimes in phys-
ical appearance but more often:in labels and stereotypes,
which serves to regulate interpersonal behavior. Persons
with a stigma are expected to knoW their, place, and if
they do not, society will act to remedy the situation:

Altman and Taylor (197i) have outlined a schema for
.:conceptualizing inteipersonal relationships with stigma-
tized persons. if we think persons have stigmas, we are
less likely to strengthen our ties with them.:Iti the first
place, we' are unwilling to increase the breadth of the

,:.relationship, and we limit the number of differint tdpics
:::..we are,willing to discuss with, them (Figure 10). We may

allow the conversation to stray.. from section A, the,
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Figurr10. Representations of Breadth and Depth in Inter-.
personal Relationship§. Sourcei Adapted from Altman and`
Taylor (1973:Z8).

weather, to B, politics; but sex and persona) feelings
would be forbidden territory. At the same time,.a relutz
tance to allow a relationship with a stigmatized person
to develop beyond a superficial depth maytend to limit
the content and length of each interaction (Figure 10).
Altman and Taylor (1973), and Altman (1975) have
used this schema in discussing how the character of
interpersonal relationships influences the spatial beh
for -of people in groups. Although the topic ianoot
pursued in this context; geographers and others inter-
ested in proxemids: research might look further at the
intragroup spatial behavior of stigmatized persons, and
also at the sPatiale behavior of "normal" persons who
come into conta

-ct

with stigmatized persons.

Stigma and P ltriffc Attitudes

ost of the research .on.. public attitudes toward the
mentally ill has included attempts to measure the
amount of,sOcial distance people like to keep between
themselves and a stiginatized person. In a typical sttidY,
the subjects are asked to estitnate how close they would
choose to be to a person who is mentally ill. The usual
choices includet

1) I would not hesitate to work with someone who
has been mentally ill.

2) I would be willing to sponsor a person who had
been mentally ill for membership in my favorite
club-or sbciety. ,

3) If I owned an empty lot beside my house, I would
be willing to sell it to Pormer mental Patient-.

.

4) I would be willing to room with someone who has
been a mental patient.

5) We should strongl discoUrage.our children limn-
marrying any O o had been mentally ill.

6) I can.itnagine f falling in love with a persib!:::
who had been mentally ill. ... ...

As Crocetti e4al. (1974)ihave argued,.. recent evidence
suggests that in the lastsfittecn years public. ttitudes to
stigmatized persons,And particularly to the mentally ill,
have improved. significantly. Aviram and :Segal (1973)
reviewed the results Of the social distance studies carried
out since Cumthing and CummintS (1957) 'pioneering
Worki.-but they detected only a slight trend toward'
higher acceptance of the mentally ill. Almost all of the

`recelft studies show that respondents say they are willing
to'live next-dOor to a mental patient (item 3 on the social
distance.questionnaire), but that they would be unwill'Id_
ing' to room with one (item 4). More positive attitudes ,:!.
toward the Mentally ill would'be a hopeful sign for their
treatment in the community. The implication from
much of the literature is that by increasing the amount
of information-available about, mental illness, attitudes
can be altered substantially, (Crocetti, et al., 1974), but
to date the dYidenoe remains.-contradictory. Some re-
searchers' hatie' claimed 'that real acceptance is not in-
creasing, simplY:iliata Oeater.prOportion of 'respond-
Crits are saying they :would react more ptisitively,to-a
mentally ill person, This involves the age-.Old:problem of
a substantial discrepancy between attitiicleg, and acttial', '.
behaviors (Liska,' 197.4;._Wariier et a/.'1969). It is pos-
sible; as Bord_(I-971) has hinted:that actual behavior'
toward -thementally4 has improved very little since the
deinstitutionaliiation process bepae.,,-Bord's study in-
diCated that the prospect ofiComnigitito contact with a
former mental pafrient might actually increase the ten-
dency for them lObe rejected. 9mie and Fain (1973) on
the other hand found little hekyioral evidence of.com-
mun-ity. rejection in a longitudinal study of former 'Men=
tal, patients, and they used the results of the study to
suggest that negative stereotypes of'mental illness are
based on abstract casts and descriptiOni; tricOntaet h
a real person who has been mentally ill,,"the 0,41ic might
not discriminate seriously. According 4o ,GOve and Fain
the "once 'crazy always cfazy".argunient about mental
patients may be only partly operative, a conclusion,
which; could be of major tignificande to the community
mental health movement. In this vein Swanson and Spit-
zer (1970) have suggested that the effects of stigma de-
cline over time; in other words, that stigma has a tem-
poral career, as Goman (1963)has argued: We need to
ask Ourselves whether stigma has aspatial career,. and

,`whether it ii still operating in our own communities:.'"
Gedgrapfleis", 0,g',Vii'olpert (1976) has recommended,
could find interesting and useful avenues for research in
this context. public attitudes to stigmatized persons will
be one*of the most important factors in treating the
mentally ill in the cemmunity in the next few years, and
it will Be useful in the next Section to; consider, if only
briefly'; some of the major determinants Oraftitudes.and
attitude Change.

Aspatidrinflitences on. Attitudes. As Becker (1963) has
observed, the amount of stigma attached to an individ-



ual depends on those doing the evaluating and their
frame of reference. One person's evaluation of another
depends on "where" that person "is coming from.""
Campbell (1967) has shown how the Hidatsa Indians in
the Dakotas and the local "pale-faced" ranchers eval7.
uated each other (Table 17). The Indians were carefree
with money, a trait they considered to be positiVe but
which the ranchers felt was improvident. The ranchers
in town thought of themselves as thrifty but the Indians
called them hbarders!

The evaluation of other persons depends largely on
how different we perceive them to be from us, and
perceived differences may be affected by: the predict-
ability/unpredictability of behavior; perceived threat.
and hostility; physical deformity; skin color; and lan-
guage differences (Kidder and Stewart, 1975. A. farther,
determinant of attitudes is the role of attitudinset;
which is extremely difficult to break down, partiCularly
when attitudes are fixed at an early age. Voting behavior
is an propriate example." When individuals choose a
party, candidate, and a set of policies, all subsequent
Informa ion contradicting their current viewpoint4s
screened and .subSequently excluded from their consid-
erations. Newcomb (1947) referred to this phenomenon
aA "autistic hostility," a term which is appropriate in the
case of mental illness because the evidence suggests that
opinions are set at an early age. At least one study has
demonstrated that knowledge about mental. illness is

severely limited in people with strongly negative atti-
tudes (Ftacchia et al., 1976), and that what knoWledge
exists is often distorted by fears of violent behavior.
Fear of the unknown is a fundamental huinan-concern
and one that can be alleviated only with great difficulty.
Tershakovec (1964) extended this theme by arguing that
stigma attitudes reflect our emotional self-images. Go-
ing back to Freud for circumstantial evidence, Ter-
sfiakovec concluded that humans would like to think of
themselves as omnipotent, a belief -that is seriously
threatened by the existence of mental illness in others
and the fear of it in ourselves. This concept is a little
farfetched, but some researchers believe that attitudes
are layered vertically, with everyday attitudes struc-
turally related to deeper-rooted feelings (Bennett, 1972).
Bruner (1957) corroborates this notion in his suggestion
that many of our best research ideas can be traced back
to deep- rooted human concerns and feelings. If this is
the case, there can be little cause for optimism in the
mental health field unless one happens to believe in the
basic goodness of all humans. It is particularly disturb-
ing to find that in at least one study of attitudes toward
the mentally ill, rejection was significantly correlated to
what may be structurally deeper-rooted feelings of eth-
nocentricity and racial superiority (Mulford and Mur-
phy, 1968).

This is terminology which I. and most mental health workers,
loathe. But it is fitting, and very geographical!

Or at least it seems like an appropriate example. Jimmy Carter's
smile was important to many victories in the primaries and sub-
sequently- to his electiOn to the Presidency. Even Hunter Thompson
(!tutting Slime, June 3, 197(1, Third Rate Romance, Low Rent Refi-
deivous") admitted liking Carter. He was subsequently fired from the
magazine. perhaps because of this statement, but more likely because
of his extraordinary working habits.
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TABLE 17:. STEREOTYPES AND THE
PERCEPTION OF GROUP DIFFERENCES

Descriptions of:

RANCHERS

(Bad)

HIDATSA

(Good)

HIDATSA Generous, unselfish, Stingy, selfish
share good fortune hoarders
with family and friends

Descriptions by:
(Bad)

RANCHERS Spendthrifts,
improvident

Source: Campbell (1967:824

(Good)

Thrifty,
provident

°

For mental patients living in the-community these are
gloomj, observations because they suggest that they
would find more acceptance by living incognito." Phil-
ips (1963) demonstrated that rejection was more likely if
the subjects ih his experiments knew that a person had
been mentally ill. Rejection increased consistently from
the lowest point, a persEin who had been mentally ill but
who had never sought treatment, to the highest point, a
person who had actually been hospitalized. In ascending
ord the middle positions of rejection were: visiting a
mem er of the clergy for counseling; visiting a physi-
cian; nd visiting a psychiatrist. Philips' results suggest
that r ntal health professionals who are themselves in
therapy would be wise to conceal such information from
their patients. Perhaps the best advice to former mental
patients is that they do, likewise, a phenomenon known
as "passing" (Olshansky, 1962). If they do not pass, the
consequences may be serious, as a recent study in Phila-
delphia demonstrated.28 In job interviews people who
had experienced some type of mental illness were more
likely to be employed if their potential employers knew
nothing about the illness. In a study of job promotions,
mental illness produced more negative responses than
other stigmatized characteristics such as bodily abomi-
nations, wearing a long beard, or smoking marijuana on
weekends." The effect of stigma in employment situa-
tions could have.seriously regressive consequences. For
example, the: knowledge that a history of illness is dam-
aging could inhibit people from claiming insurance
reimbursement from their employers to pay the bills for
mental health care. No such stigma is attached to phys-
ical ill-health, and perhaps most ironically, psychiatrists
can write off as a tax deduction)the eighty dollars per
hour they pay for psychoanalysis. Few people are fired
for physical illnesses, but how many of us know of cases
where persons were fired because they had sought treat-
ment for some psychiatric illness?

17 As my colleague, James Bohland, pointed out, however, tlys desire
to live incognito may not he altogethal gloomy observation. It may
help, for exaniple.'to explain why the Old and Lonely neighborhood is
a good place for patients to recuperate.
" Dallas limes Herald. July G, 1975.
" As in most research studies, nobOdy is expected to smoke marijuana
on weekdays!



STIGMA, REJECTION AND DISTANCE

A SITE NEUTRAL FACILITIES' NO DECLINE IN RE/EC LION
WITH DISTANCE

B SITE-NOXIOUS FACIL IT IESWITH SHARP DECLINE IN
REJECTION WITH DISTANCE
EXAMPLE. MINIMUM

SECURITY FACILITIES

DI ANCE

C SITUATION NOXIOUS FACILITIES -OVERALL REJECTION
HIGH. WITH ONLY MINIMAL
DECLINE IN SURROUNDING
AREA
E X AMPLE MAXIMUM

SECURITY FACILITIES

DIS TAN

Figure I I. Stigma, Rejection and Distance.

In an experimental context, Farina et al. (1976) re-
ported some findings that support the need for passing.
Once the mentally ill subjects became aware that observ,
ers knew of their illness, they began to feel less appreci-
ated, they found their tasks more difficult, and they
appeared more anxious. Perhaps honesty is not the best
policy, and advice erom the Gay' Liberation movement
for homosexual- n their thousands to come out of their
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closets and identify.theniselves, ,inay be prematke and
even misdirected (Sagarin, 1976).

Spatial Influences on Attitudes. Location can greatly
influence stigma and the perceived presence of stigma.
When the mentally ill are locked up,in remote hospitals,
their stigma is a theoretical issue, but if a man takes off
his clothes and urinates in a department store he will be
stigmatized immediately, then arrested. In less epreme
cases it is evident that the perception of a stigmatized
person is place- bound. Someone with a "spoiled iden-
tity" (Goffman, 1963) should appear only in a "spoiled"
place, in other words people should know their places.
Appearing in a "prime space" (Duncan, 1975), such as
an exclusive 'residential neighborhood, instead of a.
"marginal space," like skid row, the stigmatized person
will immediately attract attention. Fortunately many
"defiant places" exist (Lofland, 1969), some because no
other people want to be there, others because walls and
fences serve to keep out the curious. Although a down-
town shopping mall may be the worst place for a deviant
to '`be, there are many inner city, neighborhoods where
people have eyes but few are looking and even fewer
could care what one individual does.

We know very little about the spatial components of
negative or positive -attitudes toward stigmatized per-
sons and the facilities in which they are housed." It is
appropriate therefore to suggest some hypotheses. Per-
haps the most feasible hypothesis is that attitudes vary
inversely with distance from the stigmatized facility.
People living,,closer to the facility will be less accepting
than others, presumably because they are more likely to
come into contact with the objects of their fear and
loathing. Figure- I I illustrates the relationship between
distance and rejection attitudes, with the shape of the
curve varying with the type of facility. Figure 12 shows a

" Almost no work has been done in the area of attitudes toward
stigmatized facilities. From personal experiences With mental hospitals
and after attending several public hearings to choose sites for a new
prison in Oklahoma. I would suggest that such facilities assume the
stigma of their worst, most violent, and most unpredictable_inmates.
This type of "blanket stigma" is very damaging to a facility. and partly
explains why many correction systems categorize facilities by,the
amount of security needed.

Rejection As A Function Of Irimate Danger And Prison Type .

Total Rejection

Medium

Mo I t Type of Criminal
d9ngrous

rison SecUrit

don woos

TYPE OF PRISON

r.

PERCEIVED INMATE DANGER

Figure 12. Rejection as a Function of Inmate Danger and Prison Type.
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hypothetical example where the stigma associated with
inmates of differing levels` of threat is offset by the
knowledge that the building is a maximum security facil-
ity. Although no attempts have been made to date to
compare the stigma associated with different types of
facilities, most observers agree that rejection. is higher
for criminal and forensic institutions than for minimum
security community treatment centers and mental health
clinics. On the other hand, the. community facilities are
less secure. Although the persons inside are less dan-
gerous than persons in the state penitentiary, they are
more likely to escape!

The hypothesis .(somewhat modified) that "distance
makes the heart grow fonder" implies that people may
accept the mentally' ill more if they do not/ have to think-

. about or see ,them too often. In a pioneering study
Rothbart (1973) was able to demonstrate a weak posi-
tive relationship between acceptance and distance from
a criminal halfway house. By controlling for contextual
effects, which in this case were overall liberal attitudes,
Rothbart found the relationship held firm, which was
encouraging for further studies along sin-filar lines. If the
results of such studies corrobiate Rothbart's findings,
the implications for siting mental health facilities (or
other noxious facilities) would be ofynajor importance.
The host community and the neighborhoods closest to
the facility should theoretically' be the most accepting,
and in the case of mental health care they should also
proVide a majority of the clients. As is often the case in
siting . public facilities, certain neighborhoods' tend to
become "oversaturated" (Wolpeil et al., 1975), and that
satellite mental health centers are often found in such
neighborhoods sUggests that the.role of community ac-
ceptance is working in reverse. Neighborhoods with the
least ability to oppose, are: often chosen as sites for
noxious facilities, a locational device which is alien to
the concepts of service delivery, andPontradictory to the
goals of community mental health.

The distance hypothesis can be challenged by its exact
opposite, the assumption that people living closer to a
mental health facility will be more likely to hold positive
attitudes. These people have potentially the best and the
most accurate information about mental illness, because
they are more likely to encounter mental patients. They
may have some fears but statements of the type ".. . I've
lived here twenty years and nothing bad has happened,"
would work to counteract the fears of unpredictability
and violence. Corroborating, although undeniably slim,
evidence for this hypothesis was provided in Dear's
(1974) study of community mental health facilities in
Philadelphia. Dear found no significant decreases in
property values close to the facilities and no marked
tendency for excessive property turnovers. -Although
these measures are but crude surrogates for stigma, few
viable alternatives are available,

The notion that with time even the most fearsome
possibilities will be dissipated may also prove to be
important for locating noxious facilities." A' corre-

" 1 There is some evidence that time "heals" stigma. For example, in
Dallas County. Texas, a minimum security prison eighteen miles south
of Dallas was initially strongly opposed, but recently a residential
subdivision has been built adjacent to the prison. This exainple was

A "DISASTER. LEAGUE" VIEW OF STIGMA
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Figure 13. A "Disaster League" View of Stigma.

sponding hypothesis involves the idea of "disaster
leagues" (Runciman, 1966), which suggests that imme-
diate proximity to a noxious facility invokes less stigma
than living in the same town but not living close to the
facility. The "disaster league" idea was developed in
studies of natural disasters, particularly earthquakes.
People living above the epicenter or at the point of
maximum earthquake damage do not always perceive
their situation as badly as people living further away. At
the epicenter people whose property was badly damaged
but who are still alive may feel luCky. People living close
to but not actually in the area of maximum damage may
consider themselves worse off because they compare
themselves .unfavorably with people living outside the
damaged area. People living close -to a mental hospital
or a prison may view the facility as less stigmatized than
people living in the same town but out of immediate
contact with the facility (-Figure 13). Relative depriva-
tion studies (Sears and McConohay, 1970; Ransford,
1968) and comparison level studies (Thibaut and Kelley,
1959) have indicated that the evaluation of one's situa-
tion depends on what has been experienced in the past,
and spajal proximity may prove to be a surrogate of
experience levels. The people closest to a noxious facility
may have a more realistic opinion about the actual level
of noxiousness than people who do not come into daily
visual contact with the facility.

Behaviors and Actions: What Do We Do With Stigma-
tized Persons? Over time society has established complex
institutional systems to exclude-the mentally ill, involving
the police, the courts, and the mental hospitals. In var-
ying degrees such systems also operate for other stigma-
tized persons, notably the mentally retarded and the
criminal population. As the emphasis shifts gradually
away from exclusion and the institutional systems are
decentralized, new facilities are being provided in com-
munity locations. The purpose of decentralization is to
prevent further exclusion and to begin including people
who were previously defined as deviant. As Wolpert
(1976) has observed, such a program requires a firm
commitment to the notion of community, which he de-
fined as the opposite of confinement. Living in the com-
munity need not imply that such persons have maximum

reported in the Indian Nations Council of Governments (1976) report
on the Mayor of Tulsa's Site Selection Committee for a new prison in
the Tulsa area.
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contact with normal members of the community, or that
they should immediately expect to live a normal Jife. In
many cases the expectation that one should behave in a
normal fashion may add considerable pressure to the
already overburdened patient.

Another issue of current interest is the question of
living situations. Many observers feel that living in the
community should invoKe living in noninstitutional set-
tings such as apartment.room and board houses, or
hotels.-It is felt that such-living arrangements are more
conducive to a swift adjustment to community life,
much more so than sheltered halfway house settings that
are often more like the institution than the community.
As noted previously, however, ,that is essential for a
successful community mental health program is a com-
mitment to the idea of community and a gradual lessen-
ing of the stigma attached to mental illness (Lamb and
Goertzel, 1974 For a community to be therapeutic,it is
not necessary that the patients live close to friends and
relatives or in normal community settings. What may be
more important is that they have freedom and solitude
when they want it, and that they also have options
something to do, somewhere to go,,and Someone to care
for them if and when they feel it is necessary. Commu-
nity in this sense has two major requirements:. one is the
passive' requirement for a more accepting public; the
other is a more active requirement for help, for mutual
aid, for volunteer work, and for the provision of "natu-
ral rteighbors" in the community (Collins and Pancoast,
1976). For this definition of community the results of
the social distance studies reported earlier may be an
optimistic sign. It seems a little too much to expect
people in the community to live with former mental
patients or withany other stigmatized person. All that is
necessary is that members of the community are willing
to allow such persons to live in their midst (the passive
role), and then to hope that some members will identify
themselves as "natural neighbors" and helpers (the ac-
tive role).

A survey of the progress made toward community
treatment for the mentally ill has demonstrated that in
many parts of the country the new polities have not
always been successful in preventing the exclusion of the
mentally ill." As Aviram and Segal (1973) and the Wol`-
perts (1974; 1976) have shown, some unfortunate spatial
biases exist in the pattern of residential locations of

"To date most of these surveys have been done in California, a state
that has led the way in deinstitutionalization, often with very.unfortu-
nate eonsequences. In the °field of corrections, a similar survey shows
that it has been even more dillicultfor communities to adopt more
accepting' attitudes to criminals. See for example, Zdorkowski and
Smith (1976).
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former mental patients.These biases have caused some
observers to describe a "back wards to back alleys"
analogy, suggesting that thp closing of one major ex-
clusionary channel, the mental hospital, has brought
about the opening up of new and different exclusionary
channels. Perhaps we should expect this if we accept
stigma as a descriptive label to ensure that persons knOw
their places. It has always seemed natural for 'us to
banish people to their "rightful" places, whether it was
the British to Australia and America, Indians to Okla-
homa, or Blacks to ghettos. For mental patients a vari-
ety of alternate routes of physical exclusion can be iden-
tified, particularly in California and New York; for
example: the removal of the mentally ill,,from certain
residential areas; the prevention of entry into certain
neighborhoods; stricter city ordinances preventing the
opening-up of new board and care homes; and a combi-
nation of stalling, red tape, and other bureaucratic ma-
neuvers to slow down the inclusion of mental patients in
certain neighborhOod§. As Aviram and Stgal (1973)
have noted, more subtle and more insidious are the
nonphysical forms of exclusion, what they called mecha-
nisms of social exclusion. In California they observed
that board and care home operators have often chosen,
to maintain stable populations in their homes, partly for
economic reasons and partly to protect the former
patients from a potentially hostile community. For this
reason, many of the hbrnes- quickly become miniature
versions of the mental hospitals they have replaced.
Aviram and Segal also hinted at a sinister link between
the home owners, mental health workers, and the phar-
maceutical industry. Keeping patients in homes makes it
easier to administer medication, which in turn ,ensures a
docile and stable population in the community facilities.
The use of drugs as a 'vehicle for social control is rela-
tively unexplored, but is an area which ought to bet
investigated more closely."

Even with careful plans for the inclusion of the men-
tally ill in the community, the process will be a long,
uphill struggle. The situation calls for a 'major research
effort into the physical and social mechanisms operating
to keep the mentally ill excluded from the mainstream of
community life. Wolpprt's (1976) Presidential Address
to the Association 'or American Geographers issued the
challenge to geographers interested in the dynamics of
community support systems, and those of us in search of
relevant work might consider the challenge seriously.

" In a recent paper this authol has discussed the use of controls in
different institutions, two in particularmental hospitals and univer-
sities. See Smith (1976f).



IV. THE SEARCH FOR EXPLANATIONS

Occasionally our studies present us with questions to
which we would like to devote more time. A research
article or an unusual result sends us scurrying to the
library to learn more. We usually get cold feet halfway
through the task, plainly because it is not appropriate to
wander off into outer space, or perhaps because we
simply do not have the time to become properly ac-
quainted with a new body of literature. With too many
other things to do apd too few jobs for people with
esoteric specialties, most of us tend to keep 'to the
straight and narrow, leaving more interesting topics for
future studies which rarely materialize.

Writing this Resource Paper has provided an oppor-
tunity to look further into such topics. The study of
mental patients living in the community raised questions
about the nature Of an environmental influence on men-
tal health, and about the different ways society deals
with stigmatized persons. We have discussed these ques-
tions, and although they may not have been answered
satisfactorily, the process has been sequential, fro'm de-
scription to possible explanation, and from the general
to the specific. Chapter Three suggested that a logical
next-step after a study or environmental influences on
mental health was an investigation of the relatioriships
between environmental characteristics and the satisfac-
tion of ,human needs. If significant relationships could
be established, the next questions would ask Why such
relationships exist, and what happens between the stim-
ulus (environmental 'characteristics) and the response
(mental health outcome). Those geographers whci have
embarked on. research in such areas have already found
that they have been led away from the core of their
discipline. For example, forays into perceptual and cog-
nitive explanations of human behavior have now be-
come commonplace among geographers (Downs and
Sty, 1973; Saarinen, 1974), so common in fact that one

server has remarked that cognitive map studies may
e tually prove to be the natural successors to factorial
ecologies in the geography journals (Dear, 1975).

The study of mental illness in the, community raised
some intriguing questions about what actually occurs
inside the head when's person tries to adapt to a particu-
lar set of environmental characteristics. The answers to
such questions depend on the type of theory the re-
searcher wishes to test, and to date the popular theories
for geographers have been cognitive/information theo-
ries or some application of personal construct theory. In
this chapter, we will consider two different types- of
theory. The first section describes the physiological con-
cept of neural inhibition and its potential role in guiding
adaptive behavior. The second section goes to the other
extreme, to the neo-Freudian school of psychologists
who have searched for explanations in the concepts of
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ego boundaries and ego organization. The purpose of
the chapter is to gain some insight into the mediating
processes involved in adaptation. In other words, what
happens inside our heads to help us cope with a crowded
subway train or with a bloody war raging on our door-.
step?

`,The Context: How to Tune in the "Nice" and Tune
out the "Ugly" .

In the national and local media we are reminded daily
about the miserable state of the world we have created.
We are short of oil, change is occurring faster than we
can respond to it, our privacy is constantly bombarded,
and most of us have either too much or too little work to
do. The cities-we live in are often ugly and noisy, and the
countryside is endangered by the people who are trying
desperately to capture the romantic idyll of rural life.
We are fast approaching what the futurists of the fifties
and sixties predicted. As Dubos (1968:278) warned, we
seem doomed to live amidst .

Starless skies, treeless avenues, shapeless buildings,
tasteless bread, joyless celebration, spiritless pleasures
a life without reverence for the past, love for the present,
or poetical anticipation of the future.

Incredible though it may seem, most of us areable to
make the adjustgnents needed to get along in the type of
world Dubos ditriscribed. It is possible that we do not
perceive visual blight and Other forms of pollution as
directly stressful, or that the stress they induce is in-
significant in comparison to the social and psychological
stresses associated with merely getting along from day to
day. Instead. of being undesirable, inner city character-
istics such as social disorganization and impersonality
may actually provide comfortable settings for the so-
cially inept or bizarre person. No matter how strange
your behavior, you go unnoticed. You live, as one ob-
server has remarked ".. . a life of small freedoms away
from curiosity and censure" (Raban, 1974: 201).

If city living is as bad as many observers would have
us believe why are there not a million or more homi-
cides in New York every year instead of fifteen hundred?
Why, the opponent of ecological inference might ask,
does not everyone living in,a crowded and polluted city
suffer identifiable psychological or physiological impair-
ments? Why was it that not all the patients living in
Commerical Industrial and Transient neighborhoods
had to return to the hospital (Chapter Two)?, Why ,do
some residential settings appear to have a positive in-
fluence on slaying out of the hospital, while others,
mostly unpleasant settings,.appear to have little or no
influence? These are important question's that demand
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answers. We seem to respond positively to pleasant envi-
ronments, but how are we able to ignore the supposed
evils taking place in the world? Do wesimply`elose our
eyes, or do we make a series of psychological and phys:
lological adjustments when faced' with a difficult situa-
tion? The supply and demand model of coping described
in Chapter Three offers one possible explanation. Un-
fortunately, the simplicity of the model is also a weak-
ness because it assumes uniform and sensible behavior
from human beings who are more prone to react in a
variety of ways, many of which are unpredictable.
People are unpredictable for many reasons: they, are
influenced by different drives; they are controlled by
unique physiological and neurological mechanisms; and
they 'perceive the sane situation in a number of ways. In
the remainder of this chapter we shall investigate the
first' two of these explanations for human vicissitudes.

Inhibitory Control Mechanisms as Human Coping
Behavior

One of the most perplexing questions arising from
environmental studies of mental health, is the apparent
ability of most individuals to screen, shut out, or ignore
the stressful events they face in everyday life. The field of
neurophysiology 'offers a tailor-made explanation for
this abilit? in the time-tested concept of inhibition. At
the molar level," inhibition is a situation in which one
bodily function is temporarily halted by the action of
another. Once the restraining power is: removed, the
inhibited function can continue as before, or as normal
(Diamond et al., 1963). As long ago as 1890, William
James suggested that inhibition is essential to normal
functioning when he wrote:

We should all be cataleptics and never stop a muscular
contraction once begun, were it not that other processes
simultaneously .,going on inhibit the contraction. Inhibi-
tion is therefore not an occasional acciderit; it is an
essential and unremitting element of our cerebral life (p.
583).

The more obvious forms of molar inhibition include
daydreaming, sleeping, and watching soap operas, but
other agents of conscious inhibition, such as drugs and
alcohol, are easily available. In this report the emphasis
will be on the nonconscious inhibitory mechanisms of
the central nervous system (CNS). The CNS is the most
complex mechanism in existence. It is a system in which
the parts are constantly active and ,at any point in time) many of the parts are actively engaged in rivalry. The
rivalry is adaptive if the effective inhibition of in-
compatible responses results in organized behavior.
Diamond et al. (1963) discussed a study in which a cat,
after spending its entire life in darkness, was unable to
blink its eyes in a lighted room. The poor animal died of
a "tonic-clonic" seizure, and we can only speculate
about what the effect on humans would be in a similar
experiment." We do know that Dement's (1974) studies,
in which subjects were prevented from dreaming or lap-

Pertaining to the whole body as opposed -to indiyittual molecular
structures.

.35 We can alsti only speculate on what a "tonic-clonic" seizure is!

sing into rapid-eye-movement sleep, had to be discontin-
ued because of adverse effects on the subjects. In a much
less dramatic but more lifelike context we might ask
what would be the effect of living in the downtown arias
of some cities if none of the easily ,available cop-outs
described earlier were available? Tuning out is as essen-
tial to city dwellers who have to live in ugly neighbor-
hoods and drive on monotonous expressways as it is to
secretaries who have to type long, boring papers, and to
students who have to attend 'dull lectures.

The Neurophysiological Basis of Inhibition

In the French et al. (1974) schema described in Chap-
ter Three, observable responses followed, observable
stimuli. The transmission is assumed to occur magically,
and little thought is given to what takes place between
the stimulus and the response. This gap is filled by what
Hebb (1966; 1967) has called the "mediating processes"
of any mental activity. Even a cursory-discussion- of
these processes requires some elementary background in
neurophysiology and the workings of the CNS. In
simple terms, the CNS is a black box connecting recep-
tors with effectors and is the medium by which sensory
stimuli can eventually guide behavior (Figure 14). Infor-
mation is transmitted through the system in nerve in-A-

, pulses carried along three paths: afferent pathscor-
necting receptors to the CNS, and within the CNS, from
lower -to higher centers; efferent pathsconnecting
higher to lower centers, and from the CNS to effectors;
and internuncial pathsconnecting different psgos in-
side the CNS at about the same level. Even the simplest
behavior, involves the firing of a substantial subset of the
1010 neurons in the CNS. Each neuron has a body, a
nerve fiber or axon, and a number of projections called
dendrites. The axons conduct nerve impulses from one
neuron to another across interneuronal gaps or sy-
napses, but neural firing Will not occur until a threshold
level is reached, whereupon conduction occurs by varia-
tions in potential surface. Most neurophysiologists be-
lieve that the arrival of each pulse causes a small amount
of a transmitter substance to float across the synapse to
the adjacent neuron, In other words, the action at the
synapse may be chemical rather than electrical, but
when the transmission occurs, new (postsynaptic) po-
tentials of two different types are set up:

a) depolarizing, or excitatory; setting up, an ex-
_

citatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP); and
b) hyperpolarizing, or inhibitory; setting up an inhib-,

itory postsynaptic potential (1PSP).
The inhibitory synapses tend to diminish t11e overall ef-
fect of the impulse, in fact' they block ,transmission by
making the neuron on the other side of the synapse
temporarily hard to excite (Hebb, 1966). At any one
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time, inputs approach a neuron from a host of adjacent
axons, any or all of which may be transmitting inhib-
itory or excitatory impulses. Each neuron thus performs
a summation function that can be expressed mathemati-
cally, and a model of neuron activity s described in
Appendix B.

Inhibition: Now Does It Help?

The concept of inhibitory control mechanisms is use-
ful for helping us understand how people cope with
difficult situations and how they control the excessive
stimulation, which might otherwise tend-to overwhelm
them. In this discussion we have considered the inhibi,
tion concept at the 'molar and at the molecular levels of
behavior, and the mathematical formulations help us to
think more rigorously about the neurological processes
involved in inhibition (See Appendix B).

Adaptation behavior implies environmental control
by a variety of conscious or nonconscious Means, and
inhibition of either type makes possible a wider range of
choices. Individuals can shut out the ugly or the painful
and they can make a complex world more straightfor-
waril by attending to only a sample of the environmental
stimbli. Every choice made' involves some degree of
inhibition and any act performed means another is in-
hibited. In this way, the external posgibilities presented
by, the, environment (the environmental demands and
supplies to use the terminology of. Chapter Three),can
be matched to the internal capabilities of the organism.
Presumably, if the compromise is successful the individ-
ual can adapt with a minimum of mental and physical
stress.

Research competencieg will effectively prevent geog7
raphers from conducting research' of the type Ratliff
(1968) and Hobson et at (1975) have performed, and
the value of this discussion may only be the intellectual
exercise of following ideas through to their conclusion.
The concept of inhibition, however, has several in-
tuitively satisfying aspects. In the first place, the idea of
inhibition fits snugly into our everyday experiences. We
all know that pleasing environments make feel good.
We can sit for hours watching a campfire or a waterfall,
and the positive effects of such activities are substantial.
On the other hand, ugly views from structures built
alongside urban expressways, and polluted skies, are
visualtzlements we cornplain about continually but
which WI! are generally able to ignore." A second in-
tuitively appropriate aspect of inhibitory control mecha-
nisms is the idea of thresholds. In design terms, it re-
quires more than one piece of ple'asant architecture,
more than,just d few trees, and more than a pedestrian
mall to make a shopping center a visually and function-
ally satisfying environment. What is required is a conbi-
nation of buildings, trees, and pedestrian malls topro-
vide an interesting blend offering diversity to the viewer
without being too complex for the walker or the shop-

" A similar hypothesis emerges from the recent major work on child-
hood coping byMurphy and Moriarty (1976), who believe that chil-
dren.are highly resilient as they grow up and are able to cope with
many problems. Much of what We think is had for children may turn

- out to he good if adequate problem solving mechanisms are used.

(

per. In other words,a threshold level has to be reached,
before a positive effect can result. Similarly, with un-
pleasant environments it may be possible to ignore,
simply by closing our eyes, the deserted concrete' park-
ing lot across from our apartment building. But when
we add to this situation the continual threat of robbery
and mugging every time we Step outside, and the in-
cessant roar of the traffic in the street below, we may
well decide that we have had our fill. As Glass and
Singer (1974) have demonstrated, the negative effect of
urban noise diminishes in taller buildings. It is not nec-

, essarily noise per se that is stress-inducing, 41t noise
over and above a'ertain threshold level. Similar find-
ings have been reported in the case of high density living
and its effects on the perceived stress among inner city
residents (Pierce, 1975).

Further intuitive support for the concept of inhibition
has been amassed by people searching for neurological
explanations of certain types of mental illness. Varia-
tions in inhibitbry capacity may be manifested as mildly
as individual personality differences, but some research-
ers have suggested that schizophrenia and other forms
of mental illness may be a response to or a symptom of
inhibitory deficiencies (Diampnd et al., 1963). Thinking
of the brain and the Central 1s1'ervous System as adaptive
control mechanisms with inhibitory negative feedback
invites, analogy with computing machines, an analogy
which has precedent in the literature (Wooldridge, 1963;
Ashby, 1960; Milner, 1970). Conceivably a computer
simulation model of human adaptation could be devel-
oped and applied in different spatial and environmental
contexts. As Hobson et a/. (1975) have demonstrated,
geographers are not the only academics who have
looked to other disciplines for theoretical models to
simulate the complex reality of a situation they wish to
research. The threshold model, the predator-prey
model, and other ecological and biological models
(May, 1973; J. M. Sm,ith, 1975) might turn out to be
simplified but fairly realistic models for simulating hu-
man behavior in a variety of stressful contexts.

An Aside and Bridge: Freud and the Concept of Inhibition

It is interesting to note that Freud, at an early gage of
his career, suggested a physiblogical basis for 'his ego
theories (some of which will be discussed in the final
section of this.chapter). Freud described two types of
neurons:

I) those which let energy pass through them,'and
2) those in the cerebral cortex.

The latter have synapses that can resist the passage of
nervous energy, and consequently the energy in a neu-
ron at any time may be insufficient to overcome the
resistance at the synapses. In such a case the energy
simply stays put, and the neuron is occupied or invested
with energy; or in Freudian terms it is cathected. Energy
captured in the neurons this way is vital for nervous
functioning, and in fact Freud defined the ego 'as the
totality of energy investments at any given time. The

'subsequent transmission of energy, and consequently all
behavior, depends on resistances at the synapses (past
facilitations) and the sum total of the inert energy in-
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vested in the neurons. According to Freud, energy in-
vested in one neuron will inhibit the passage of nervous
impulses to another: In his terminology, where-an ego
exists it is bound to inhibit psychical processes:

.. wherever there is a nervous system which retains the
effects of past experiences and utilizes them to eliminate
or reduce responses which have elicited pain, inhibition
must be present (Diamond et at., 1963: 247). °

Role changes and the different stages of human devel-
opment can also hP explained partly in inhibitory terms.
For, example, the voluntar'inhibiting and loosening.of
the sphincter muscles is a reorganization of the pre-
viously established balances and hence a developmental
stride forward. Diamond et al. (1963: 301) have also
referred to the mother's role in complementing the
child's inadequate inhibitory facilities:

... the mother .. . is, essential as a source of ffihibition-
stimulation for the infant, and in the absence of such
stimulation, physical maturation alone does not suffice
to ensure satisfactory development Of the neuron organ-
ization.

Childlike behavior also provides another example of the
importance of inhibitory control for adaptation: One of
the easiest ways to control the amount of stimulation
from the physical and interpersonal environment is to
vary the amount of surrounding space. Children in par-
ticular enjoy playing in small spaces, in tents, in corners,
and in doll's houses, and their attempts to block out
excessive stimulation may help to compensate for in-
adequate inhibitory capacities.

The-Neo-Freudians and the Concept of Ego
Boundaries

With the exception of the note at the end of the last
section, ego psychology and neural inhibition are as far
apart theoretically as chalk and cheese. In this section
the work of a group of psychologists known an neo-
Freudians will be discussed, because their ideas about
the ego and its role in human functioning include some
useful theoretical concepts for people interested in spa-
tial behavior and adaptation to environmental stress.

The ego is not an easy concept to describe in a few
lines'. It consists of the total awareness of one's self and
the subjective contents of one's thoughts and feelings.
The ego also includes an awareness of values, goals,
emotions, and moods. Landis (1970:2) has referred to
the ego as:

Tile aspect of persbnality that refers to the immediate
experience of one's'personal existence; as differentiated
from events that refer to the external world, and from
unconscious phenomena.

From Landis' statement it is evident that the egp
defines the self perceived as self and differentiates it from
that which is external to the self, iia ely the environ-
ment. Implicit in this definiton of the ego is the idea of
boundaries separating a person from the external envi-
ronment, or more simply the ego from the nonego.
Federn (1952) has referred to the ego boundary as the
'periphery or the edge of an ego feeling' at any point in
time. Presumably normal persons perceive themselves as

I

separate indi(Aduals who are able to differentiate clearly
between their. feelings and the environment, but it is

.possible that different types. of ego boundaries could
produce various affective states. Landis (1970) sug-
gested, for exaMple, that a 'partial collapse of ego
boundaries could produce hallucinations and per-
secution complexes, and he described two different ego
situations: one with impermeable boundaries which re-
sults in isolation behavior and a strong social and spatial
desire for privacy; and.another with permeable bound-
aries which would help produce feelings of fragmenta-
tion or symbiosis, and an inability to separate oneself
from the outside world." Landis (1970:4) quotes one of
his patients in the latter category: "Sometimes it's like '
'I'm one with my mother. She dominates my entire per-
sonality." Werner (1957:81) similarly suggested that ego
boundary impairments result in a detiine\ of polarity
between the object and the subject, until"... objects are
no lohger evaluated in their pure objectivity, but [are)
absolutely interpreted in terms of the affective drives of
the person. . . . The properties of things cease to be
entirely objective, geometric and 'out there."' The per-
son with an impaired ego boundary is unable to stand
back and evaluate the world out there. In geographical
terms suc,,h persons are unable to put any distance be-
tween themselves and the environment.

Some researchers h've claimed that inadequate devel-
opment 4nd maintenance of ego boundaries is a central
feature of schizophrenia (Freeman et al., 1958), and
Cameron (1967) has drawn attention to the poor demar-
cation between, person and environment in schizo-
phrenic language, and the schizophrenics' inability to
maintain the bo.undaries of a problem and to restrict
their operations-within its limits. The findings of Free-
man et al. (1958) and Cumming and Cumming (1967)
suggested that a scientifically planned environment
could help to reorient the perso with a poorly demar-
cated ego boundary, and their w rk was instrumental in
developing the notion of a therapeutic community (see
Chapter Two).

The Ego and .! .ldpiation.

According to Freud (1920; 1954) the ego performs a
"synthetic" function, compromising between conflicting
impulses and' demands, on the one hand between the
structur of he superego and the environment, and on
the othe e demands of the id. As Cumming and
Cummin 1967:13) noted, Freudian ego was ". . . an
arbitrate a transmuter, and a synthesizer, establishing
prioritie Hartman (4958), however, pointed to vertain

execu e" functions of the ego that could develop
natural without Freudian conflict, and suCh functions"'
would it clude native competencies such as\ speaking,
walking, and intuition. Erikson's (1950) idea of "ego
identity,' a feeling of appropriateness or satisfaction,
attempts o bring the two concepts of the ego 'together.
For Erik n ego identity results from a' harmony be-

" This nability might result in feelings of not being in control of one's
world (Roller, 1971) or of "learned helplessnes" (Hooker, 1976),
both of which are discussed in-Chapter ,Two. The idea of permeable
ego boundaries complements-Altman's (1975: 1976) model of privacy.
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tween human impulses (the ."synthetic"'and "executive"
_portions Of the ego) and the external environment.. Ad-

aptation in this sense refers to the 'say 'people come to
perform;app'ropriately. in a wide variety of situations.
Ills is a itwo-way process: firstly, the person reorganizes
him/herself to adapt to the milieu, and secondly, the
milieu adapts to him/her. therapy situations, either
approach can be used to help the individual make the
necessary adjustments, Maladaptation would imply a
disjunction between the perSon and the milieu, a,state
which 'might be called ego diffusion, or in common
parlance we might think of a person who does not "nave
his 'head together."

The ego concept of personality development is similar
in a number of ways to the concepts of, the Gestalt
psychologists: Lewin (1951), for example, thought df the
individual-as-a 'separate and segregated - entity within a
"lifespace" which is subdivided into'a perceptual -motor
region in direct contact with .the environment; and an
inner perSonali region, which' contains a honeycomb of
cells or "systems in tension." Personality in Lewin's
schema involves an organization of interacting systems
that 'are related and separated in .varying degrees: In
other words, the lifespace contains differentiated areas
that. become more coherent and numerous as the indi-
vidual develops. With increasing years new areas are
added, and integration occurs among them. Growth
may occur by differentiation, for example, when new
knowledge replaces old knowledge, or by Integration,
when new ideas or new role relationships are integrated
with existing ones.

. When an environmental structure impinges on a per-
son. it arouses an ego feeling, or .a sense of self which
induces a cathexis or a flow of energy to greet the
stimulus and determine its relationship to the self. In
this context, as Federn(1952)- observed, the ego bound-
ary is the sense organ where stimuli are received,, inter-.
preted, and internalized. Eventually all concepts, norms,
and events occurring at the ego boundary will be "ego-
tized," and as Bergmann (1963:99) noted in his review or
Federn's work:

Most ego experiences pour out from, and turn back to,
the outside world from which all perceptions are origi-
nally stimulated. In this mutual' flow, trespassing on the .

ego boundaries is clearly.felt. The basis of sanity is a
correct and automatic recognition of this breach he-

aween subjective mental c'Rperience in the world and a
knowledge of the status of the world aS it actually exists.

The ego feeling at the boundary separates the self
from the environment and 7tells the person when the
outside world is trespassing on his/her space. For Fed-
ern the boundary was the mechanism by whichcfhe
affective parts of the world. are sensed, sorted,. classified,
and ultimately known. Unless the ego boundaries are

'..clearly felt, action cannot. proceed effectively and the
confused and disoriented..

Using a theory of this type we may proCeed. to ask.
what actually happens when a person conies into con-
tact with change or stress in the environment? Cumming
and Cumming (1967) suggested the answer in their dis-
cussion of ego "sets," which are internal representations
of some environmental events (as "organizations'' these

"sets" are presumably similar to Leyvin's "-lifespace"
areas). As the person develops, the sets are strengthened
and differentiated through interaction, and they also
continually become more numerous and complex as a
result of integration. In a situation of change there
would be an "ego sensation" .resulting in the loss of
some objects and the addition.of new ones. On the one
hand we can assume the ego needs some constancy of
situation to provide repeated confirmation that it can
handle the event (predictability), but on the Other hand
too much variety would make any situation of stressLa
major crisis (chaos). Ego sets v11 come into action at
different times and -with differefit strengths, and they
may also be hierarchically organized as a result of cul-
tural preferences or. socialization processes. Cumming
and Cumming (1967:42) described "a complex and flex-
ible ability to arrange or re-arrange sets as the situation
shifts." Thus in any situation of stress or change we
might think of:

14.,' a) ego abilitythe capacity to find, the sets or organi-
zations to cope with any.environmental problem;.
and to hierarehize them appropriately.The ability
to persevere may reflect such an activity,.as might
the ability to put a task aside when social situa-
tions demand one's attention elsewhere.

b) ego strengththe general capacity of the ego, the
number and variety of sets, and the complexity of
their organization. Ego strength might be though
of as a person's overall resistance to mental
ness...t

Returning to the well-focused and diffused -ego
boundaries mentioned earlier, we can now hypothesize
about the possible interactions between different ego
cbnditions in a variety of environmental settings, and
suggest some of the possible affective states resulting
from the interaction (Table 18).38 In institutional or
natural settings, environmental manipulations could be
used to bring about changes in the individual's affective
state. It might be over-optimistic to suggest teat the
person with a diffuse ego in an ambiguous environment
could easily learn to experience positive affect by alter-
ing or manipulating the environment, but it might be"
possible to shift the affect somewhat, making the indi-
vidual more responsive to other types of therapy.

Changes in the environment are crises to which people
must first adjust and subsequently adapt. For example,
when old people retire they .take on less than, they give
up, and the ego has to be reorganized around fewer roles
and objects. A new hierarchy of ego sets is needed, with
sets related to action making. way for sets related to
meaning, interpretation, ideas, and introspection." Mi-

'" The concepts a well-focused and diffused ego states are relat6d to
Rapianss (1973)-diseussion of plea4Irable and painful states of mind.
A person with a well-focui;ed ego would be able to plan ahead effey
lively and would feel pleasure from organizing thought and actions`.
On' the other hand, the diffused ego state woUld be similar to the
feeling we have-all-experienced at some times, of not knowing -whatto
do next or where to go.
" We are coming close here to another area which seems appropriate
as a topic in geography and mental health. namely the role of the
family and "tribal" networks in providing life-sustaining support. The
migrant farriily is separated from its social network, from those who in
the past hitIC'e provided help and friendship from day to day-. The



TABLE 18. AFFECTIVE STATES RESULTING FROM EGO-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS

Condition of the Ego Condition of the Environment

Well-Focused

A.: Many well differ,
entiated ego sets

,B. Few, but well differ-
entiated ego sets

Diffuse

iat
A. poorly differ-
ent ego tsets

B. Few poorly differ-
entiated ego sets

Clearly Organized AmbigyouslY Organiied

Complex Simple CoMplex

Sense of
appropriateness

Boredom Intense
curiosity

Mild cUrioSity

Sense of
curiosity

Sense of
appropriatener

Anxiety Anxiety (curiosity)

Sense of support Frustration Irritability

Anxiety (curiosity) Sense of support Withdrawal Apathy

Source: Adapted from Curing and Cumming (1976:41).

gration would also produce a temporary disruption of
ego organization in Which the self receives little or no
reinforcement from the, people and objects around it.
Perhaps for the first time persohs need to evaluate self-
consciously their ideas and beliefs. New residents in a
city neighborhood need to be outgoing if they are to
overcome nostalgia for the old ties. They must ". . .

allow sufficient cathexis to flow to the new situation in
order to perceive and interpret it correctly" (Cumming
andCumming, 1967: 49). Geographers may reach a new
understanding by looking at a numbeof problem situa-
tions in this light, for example, rural dwellers relocated
in large cities, old people forcibly relocated in apartment
dwellings, and even mental patients discharged from the
hospital. An investigation of complex or boring environ-
ments could be approached in a similar way. Office
workers with dull jobs may require a reorganization of
ego sets to stimulate, themselves, and inner city dwellers
may need to undergo similar changes.

The major problem for geographers who wish to ap-
ply such concepts in research studies is one of measure-
ment. How, for example, could, one determine which

-people have coherent ego organizations as opposed to
diffused ones? Landis (1970) has discussed one measure-
ment solution, using Rorschach tests to establish a per-
meability continuum for eg6 boundaries. In one study
subjects were divi'ded into those with permeable and
impermeable ego boundaries. and Landis claimed his
results were validated by a questionnaire designed to
gauge a person's experience of openness and closedness
uncle different interpersonal and environmental situa-
tions. Gutmann (1970) similarly classified ego states into
"autocentric" (diffuse) and "allocentric" (well-focused),
with the difference based on the level of ego diffusion
and the condition of the ego boundaries. Gutmann used

separation puts more pressure on the members of the.family to interact
arid help each other. This is essentially the theSis of Bott (1971), who
discussedthe relationships between conjugal roles and the strength of
the supportive (external) network. In his preface to Bott's book,
Gluckman (p. six) suggested that the most important factors in
termining the strength Of the network were distance variables 4nd
network characteristics which can he measured in both social and
spatial tern's.
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Thematic Apperception Tests to distinguish between
'people in the two ego categories.

One further application of the ego boundary concept
involves the connection between ego boundaries and the
way people use space. Evidence from schizophrenics and
other mental patients indicates that spatial experiences
are sharply limited and ego boundaries are poorly de-
fined (Palombo and Bruch, ,1964.),Some similarity exists
in this' respect betweei the notion of body iMages and
the ego boundary. Reitman and CleVeland (1964:168)
for example, discussed the body image as ". . . the
tendency of an individual to perceive his body image as
definite and well delineated versus vague and impre-
cise." Body image and ego are not identical concepts
because the ego boundary may include representations
of other people (empathy), or it could exclude the body
entirely, as in the case of people who rorget they are
hungry when their minds are otherwise occupied. The,
two concepts are related, however, as Horowitz

TABLE 19. SPATIAL ALLOCATION AND
"THE SOCIAL SCENES",TEST

Mean Distance Between
Social $cene the Figures (cm s,)

I Dominant P Dominant

I. "You and the head of 6.9 5,1

the company"

2. "Child and Parent" 7.6 5.0

3. "You and someone you 4.0 2.0
are fond of

4. "Two children on a 6,9 6.1
treasure hunt" )

5. "Two people angry" 6.4 5.2

6. "Two people who know 6.8 6.2
the city will be bombed"

1 = Impermeability
. P = Permeability

Neither significance levels nor sample size were reported.
Source: Landis (1,970: 78).
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(1966:458) argued in his discussion of body image as
"... part of that ego function called self representa-
tion." The "body-buffer zone" 'described by Horowitz et
a/. (1964:655) is also related,-tp the concept of ego
boundaries, because it appears to change its size and
shape as a result of ".. ..immediate interpersonal events
as well as the current ego states and motivational states.,
of the individual: Kinzel (1970) found that the body-'
buffer zone varies greatly in size and- shape between
violent and nonviolent prisoners, and Seguin's (1967)
Concept of " individual space" was found to vary in size
depending on the environmental setting, the individual's
emotional responsiveness, and the level of psycho-
pathology. ,

Landis (1970) re'ported some results from a "social
scenes" test in which he asked subjects with highly per-
meable and impermeable ego boundaries to construct
interpersonal scenes with figures. Fora variety of situa-
tions, the mean distlice, between the figures was lower
for subjects with permeable boundaries (see Table 19);
In a similar study, Gutmann (1970) attributed different
spatial behaviors to the "autocentric" and "allocentric"
ego States 'Of his subjects. In an autocentric state the
subject seeks out and creates relatively closed and pri-

vate domains that are bounded at their perimeters but
diffuse and amorphous within. In other words, auto-
centric space is a setting for human interactions that arc
emotionally pertinent to the self, an idea which is similar
to Calhoun's (1970) discussion of the needs that- are
related to an individual's "wholeness" (Chapter Three
The sllocentricalgo state implies that the .subjec

)(
searches for anrcreates- open areas .which will allow,
movement, exploration, and surprise. Although, a two-
dimensional view,of spatial experiences may bean over-

, simplification, it is an interesting concept which can help
us understand some of the differences in spatial prefer-
ences and. behavior, and one which complements the
traditional theories of privacy, personal space, and
crowding (Altman, 1976). It is possible. that choices.
made between one environmental setting and another,
in spatial terms at least, are related to different states of
ego organization and the permeability of the ego bdund-
aries. For example, impermeable ego boundaries, to use
Landis' term, may imply a sense of spatial vulnerability
and the need for protection. Thereis potential here for
empirical research, and geographerS might, consider
some of these ideas as a theoretical contribution to
studies of spatial behavior.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

"GeOgraphy and-mental health" is not one:thing but
many, although at the risk of oversimplifying, two gen-
eral.themes can be identified. In the first place, geogra-
phy and mental health is Concerned with the influence of
geographical factors on measures 61- mental health, or
more generallY" with The, influence of location on 'well-
being. A second theme is more sPedifiCaIljrielated to
probleihs of service delivery and the effects of such
factors as relative,location; distance, and accessibility on
the demand for and supply of help in the community. In
both these general areas many problems can be studied,
many 'questions need to be asked, and equally many
geographical techniques can be-applied.

As a-personal preference Isuggest that further work
in geography and mental health should attempt to-com- .

bine aspects of both themes in a further exploration of
the therapeutic community within the community (see
Chapter Two). By tracing the evolUtion of mentalhealth
service delivery in this country (as well as services for the

" mentally retarded and criminal. populations), we can
observe the emergence of distinctive geographical
trends. The changes have been slow, but the locus of
care has shifted from a- system of monolithic, non-
natural, and isolated institutions, to a more diffused and
natural provision of helping centers located within the
community. The shift has been away from a centralized
and toward a regionalized 'System; from a situation of
one to a situation of many; and from a system involving
just a few skilledprofessionals to one utilizing numerous
unskilled volunteers and nonprofessionals in the com-
munity.

Mental hospitals and other forms of institutional care
have evolved as a societal replacement for help that may
at one time have been provided informally and naturally
within a local social network. The movement towards
community mental health can be viewed,- therefore, as a
vital step in an attempt, conscious or otherwise, to put
the locus of. help back among the intricate social net-
works of friends, neighbors, and relatives. Perhaps these
voluntary networks are ideals, but perhaps they once
existed and have since been somewhat eroded by mod-
ern urban living. Whatever the explanation, mental hos-
pitals and community mental health centers have served
to provide the help that was not being provided infor-
mally. Increasingly today we can observe, small-scale
attempts to revert to natural help at a scale even broader
than the community. mental health center, ,and in .a
number of areas, particularly urban areas, people have
made, serious attempts to recreate networks of informal
community help. In "network therapy," for example
(Speck and Attneave, 1973) attempts have been made to
help the patients through a process bf "retribalization,"
in which all available family members, relatives, and

friends are included as potential,therapists. In a recent
study of community child care prvision, Collins, and
Pancoast (1976) discovered intricate networks con-
necting the major caregivers with potential clients lo-
cated throughout the community. The caregivers go not
advertise their ,servides, but information is circulated
quietly and efficiently to new community families who
are in need of help:

Geographers interested in the study and care of men-
tal health and mental illness could investigate commu-
nity helping networks inan attempt to answer a number
of questions; for example: a) where do people currently
go' for the informal treatment that might help them
avoid fortnal treatment at a later date? and, b) does the
pattern of help provided correspond to the pattern of
needs? What is being suggested is a-study of the spatial
ecology of cornmunity helping networks, a study de-,.signed to find out what networks of informal help al-
ready exist and..what still needs to be provided. Sopher
(1972:5) hinted at a study of this type when he suggested
that:

theie are important questions for social geography
that deal with man's fate in the contemporary world
questions.of identity, of belonging, of knowing where
one is in space-time, and the problems of overcoming
the primordial fear of the stranger and of extending the
radius of trust.

If help is to be provided informally in the community,
we 'need to know tnore, abdut how individuals extend I
"the radius of trust," how they break doWn the barriers
of loneliness and stigma, and how they tap into a "natu-
ral network" of help (Collins and Pancoast, 1976).. Ge-
ographers should be able to contribute in this area by
unraveling"the spatial structure of informal networks of
community help. Who are the major helpers and sources
of information and referral? How does information flow
through the networks? Are the networks different in
areas of high residential ,Mobility? Some sociologists
have begun to study questions such as these (see for
example Craven and Wellman, 1973; Fischer, 1976), but
to date little` or no work has been done bytgeographers.
We need to know first of all what. provisions for help
already exist in the community, and in this respect there
is cause fbr optimism because many of the people who
experience problems in living are somehow able to cope
without visiting a social service agency for help. Helping

, networks are the informal counterpart to organized so-
"cial services, and in many areas they may actually be
carrying the majority of the service load. If on any one
day all the people who needed help decided to visit their
local agency, the entire system would cease to function.
Natural networks cannot.entirely replace the organized
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agencies, but by responding directly to consumer needs
and preferences, they can provide...community mental
health workers with useful information about how to
extend the network of formal seryicesprograms. Geogra-
phy and mental health should not concentrate solely on .

the study of people alrpady ill, or on the institutions and
agencies provided to cater to the ill. Beyond these people

0

11

'hpd those places are the majority of community resi-
Ients who are helpinig each other and being helped in
numerous informal settings. 'In the spirit of preventive
community mental hbalth, geographers could make a.
substantial contribution by studying the spatial patterns
in the demand for and supply of help within these infor-
mal settings.



APPENDIX A : A METHODOLOGICAL NOTE ON-THE (JSE OF RECIDIVISM AS A
DEPENDENT VARIABLE

The follow-up questionnaire was completed by the
patient's priinarycOmmunity worker three months after '
the discharge date: As illustrated in Table 9 and Figure.
8, a large percentage of recidivates had already returned
to,the hospital before-the three months had.elapsed: In
these cases the workers were asked to evaluate. the
patients!, perforniances while they .were in the cOMmu
nity, and to try not to let the knowledge Of their return
influence the evaluations.. Whether :this could be done
was highly. questionable.

To test for a bias it was necessary to find out whether
prior knowledge of return caused the workers to eval-
uate the patients' community, adjustments negatively,,,
.Mor importantly, it was essential to find out whether:'
the valuations of patients who returned before the
questionnaire was completed were significantly worse
than :those of the patients, who returned aftei the ques-
tionnaire. Table 20 compares the mean, scores for
patients in both these groUps on two composite mea-
sures, community, adjustment and the stress index. As
the scores indicate, the evaluations of patients who re-
turned before the questionnaiip were worse than for .

subsequent returners, as would be eicpected, but the
difference was not significant on either measure. Al-
though a bias may have been preseni its effect was
/minimal.

k
TABLE 20. MEAN ADJUSTMENT SCORES FOR PATIENTS WHO RETURNED

BEFORE AND AFTER THE FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

Front the recidivism data presented in'Table 9, two
other idiptrtant:Pc;ints emerge:

1) ,About thirty,percent of all returners came back to
the hospital within 'thirty days, with another twenty
percent returning in the next two month.S:f These data
suggest that the problems encountered immediately af-
ter discharge are the most crucial tathe'.indiyidual -^

patients. Each extra day spend outside the et/spitel in-
creases the patients' chances of staying out successfully.

2) Recidivism in this sample is high but is consistent
with that:reported in earlier studies fsec Miller:1967):
Half of the discharged patients, returned to the hospital
at least 'once-within the first year, Which'is an unhealthily
large,percentage for a prbgram whose goal is to shift the
balance of mental health care from the hospital to the
community. At a more personal level there should also
be some concern about the amount of time and effort
expended-by the patients, their fan:lilies', and the Mental:
health workers. Although some recidivism is to be ex-
pected, and in fact in many cases the workers feel that
eve/il, negative experience can°;be Useful OS a patient, the
Emotional turmoil involved must create many casualtieS.
;Some of theic might be ayoided, if better predictive data

,`- were available.

Community'
Number' Adjustment Score 'Stress ,Index'

Patients who returned before the questionnaire, '29 4.27 6:68

Patients who returned after the questionnaire', 26 4./1) . 6.35

Nonreturners,

' This analysis was completed after nine months, by which time
1 S scale with low scores indicating better adjustment.

A 1-9 scale with low scores indicating low stress.
Source: Smith (1975a).

-At

75,v 3.26

only fifty -five patients had returned

.3.40

to the:hospital.

APP DIX B:.A MODEL OF NEURON ACTIVITY AND SOME VARIATIONS"

A model of neuron activity can be deScribed if a
number of assumptions are made:

I) impulses reaching the dendrites of the neuron may
help (excite) or hinder (inhibit) the firing;'

2) the neuron will fire if and only if the total weight of
incoming imailses eaceeds a threshold level;

3) only one neuron can fire at time t = I, then t = 2,
etc.

The neuron (X) has 'n' inputs, X, ... X (n1); one,
output (M); a threshold level (L); and weights .141,

'W) 'ivhere W, is associated with X, and so on., Firing
(F) at time t 2 is determined by the firing of inputs at ,

time t = I; and:
in(t) = 0 mans ` "m does n'oi fire time t", and
m(t) = I, means "m does fire at t" (McCulloch

andPitts, .190), Where 'm' could e be the output or
the axon or the synaptic input,c4t euron. All of the
above can be exPreSsed as folloWs;

F(t = 2) = I iff Wt n(t
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An empirical adaptation of this model has been at-
tempted by. Ratliff (1968), who investigated the fields of
inhibitory influence surrounding the points of excitation
in the retina of the horseshoe crab (Limulus). Ratliff
hypothesized that the response at any point is deter-
mined by the integration of opposed excitatory and
inhibitory influences, and by guiding light into the re-
ceptor units he was able to depolarize them, causing a
nerve impulse to be discharged along the axon. Illumi-
nation of neighboring units produced no impulse in the
first unit, but caused a hyperpolarization or inhibition in
the cell proportional to the number of neighboring units
activated and the frequency of their impulse activity.
Because each receptor unit is a neighbor of its neighbor,
the inhibition is mutual. According to Ratliff, excitation
(e9) is measured by response (r) of the unit (p), so r, =
e, when the receptor unit is illuminated by itself. In
other words the frequency of discharge of impulses from
each and every receptor unit in the network is deter-
mined by The sum of the oppoSed excitatory and inhib-
itory influences impinging upon it. When only two units
are illuminated, the situation can be expressed as fol-
lows:

ri = e1 k1.2(L2 L1,2°)

r2 = e2 k2,1(L1 L2,1°)

where V = the threshold frequency that must be ex-
` ceeded before a unit can exert any inhibition; k = the

inhibitory coefficient; L1,2° = the direction of the inhibi-
tion; It = the coefficient of the inhibition of unit 2 on
unit 1. With a set of 'n' mutually interacting receptor
units, the inhibitory influences were shown to combine
addiaely, and activity of the 'n' receptors was ex-
pressed in a set of simultaneous linear equations of the
form:

rn = e, kp.j(Lj L,,j)
where Lp° = 1, 2, . . n; and j# p. Ratliff proceeded to
describe a dynamic model of inhibition, using a series of
assumptions, each of which was based on a phys-
iological observation.

In research with other animals the inhibition concept
has been used to help explain different types of behavior.
Sleep was mentioned earlier as a form of inhibition, and
research with cats has demonstrated that:reciprocal in-
teraction between sets of excitatory and inhibitory neu-
rons influences the alternation of sleep cyclesflobson et
at., 1975; McCarley and Hobson, 1975). The interaction
in this context occurs between two sets of ,ells in the

010ANTOCI LLUL Al

II GMI!NIAL llit0--
NUCLEUS SLIIIC01111ILIUS

GILL

Figure 15. A structural model of the interaction between the
Gigantocellular Tegmental Field (FTG) cell populations and
those of the Nucleus Locus Coeruleus (LC). Positive signs
indicate excitatory influences and negative signs inhibitory.
The parameters a,, b, c, and d. correspond to the constants
associated with the strengths of the connections-between the
cells. See McCarley and Hobson (1975).

cat's brain, the Nucleus Locus Coeruleus (LC cells) and
the Gigantocellulat Tegmental Field,(FTG cells), with
the connections and hypothesized signs of influence as
shown (Figure 15). Hobsoif et al. selected a nonlinear
mathematical model of the reciprocal interaction proc-
ess because of the "nonsinusoidal" nature of the sleep
waves (the activity in the FTG cells). They also assumed
the effect of an excitatory or inhibitory input to the two
sets of brain cells would be proportional to the current
level of discharge activity. To express the interaction
between the cells, Hobson et al. used a model whichis a
variant of that used by Ratliff, the well-known Lotka-
Volterra equations (see May, 1973; and J. M. Smith,
1976). The Lotka-Volterra equations are traditionally
used to describe an interaction between (one) predator
and (one) prey as follows:

[dH (t)/dt] =-If(t)a aP(t).

[dP (t)/dt] = P(1) + (3H(1)

where H(t) and P(t) arel,the prey and predator respec-
tively (if not respectfully) at time (1); a and b are param-

..etemrelated to-the-hirth-rate of the prey and the-death --
rate of the predator; and a and 8 are related to the
interaction between the species. Hobson et. al. used this
system of equations to define the following reciprocal
interactions between the cat's two brain cells:

dx/dt = ax thxy
dy /dt = cy + dxy

where x(t) = the level of discharge in FTG cells ".ex-
citatory, analogous to the prey population); y(t) = the
level of discharge in LC cells (the predator); and a, b, c,
and d are constants defined by the strength and signs of
the connections (Figure 15).
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